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1) Before arrival or before classes start 
a) read this packet 
b) contact other grads and read the Carnivore Coexistence Lab website for advice on living 

and commuting in Madison 
c) Permits and incoming funding 

2) All grads timing and preparation 
a) the certification document (see Nelson website): complete asap and by semester 3 at 

the latest 
b) schedule regular meetings with Adrian (no less than one per semester absolute 

minimum) 
c) See Appendices for fund-raising, scientific writing, how to take criticism, towards a 

manual of best practices, peer review 
3) Masters students (plan for 18–27 months in grad school) 

a) Your committee (select by end of semester 2): 3 members (at least 2 from the Graduate 
School faculty, no more than 1 other who must have the Masters or higher) 

b) Preparing for the defense of your thesis 
4) PhD students (plan for 4–8 years in grad school) 

a) Your committee (select by end of semester 4): 5 members (at least 4 from the Graduate 
School faculty, no more than 1 other who must have a PhD) but 3 will eb designated as 
Readers and 2 non-Readers. 

b) Qualifying exams with 3 Readers participating 
c) Preliminary exams with 3 Readers participating 
d) After your course requirements are completed and b and c are finished you become a 

dissertator which brings cost savings. 
e) Preparing for the defense of your dissertation  
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Before arrival or before classes start 
 
PERMITS 
Carnivore Coexistence Lab members typically work with animals or people. Some of us work 
with both. In either case, you must train and be certified that you passed a training test. You 
can find the training site online with a system called ARROW on wisc.edu and specifically the 
following: 
 
• Research on humans requires Institutional Review Board approval (IRB) of a protocol for 

Human Subjects Protection. We have learned ways of being awarded Exempt status for 
research that involves minimal risk. 

• Research on animals requires RARC approval. We have learned ways to get waivers when 
our methods have minimal effects on the behavior or ecology of wild animals. 

• In rare cases, moving tissues of animals across borders or handling endangered species 
tissues requires additional approvals from CITES or USFWS. 

 
These are time-consuming training procedures and protocols so start early. 
 
FUNDING 
If you are coming in with salary, tuition, or fees paid from a UW-Madison account, start a 
conversation early with Adrian about getting the financial administrators of the Nelson Institute 
onboard. 
 
Grad student funding from the Grad School at UW-Madison 
 
 https://grad.wisc.edu/funding/grants-competition/ 
and 
 https://sts.wisc.edu/announcements-for-grad-students/ 
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All grads  
 
TIMING 
1. Expect to take 6 months or more for the development of your research questions (with me) 

including writing 1-2 proposals to try out your ideas before collecting any data. 
2. Finish your certification, prelims, and qualifiers ideally before finishing fieldwork, lest you 

get important advice too late in the research process. 
3. Ideally finish your data collection at least 6 months prior to your defense (9 months for 

PhDs). 
4. Leave plenty of time for data analysis. *rule of thumb = 1 month per chapter 
5. Leave plenty of time for reflection on the analysis, interpretation of the results and plan on 

doing both of these with me. *rule of thumb = 1 month per chapter 
6. Leave plenty of time for writing. *rule of thumb = 2 months per chapter 
7. Leave plenty of time for committee members to read the thesis. *rule of thumb = 2 weeks 

per chapter (1 week is too short and makes them grouchy) 
8. Leave plenty of time to revise after the defense and before the due date on the thesis. *rule 

of thumb = one 40-hour week per chapter 
9. Observe UW-Madison’s graduation dates relative to the timing of your defense. 
10. Don’t cut corners without consulting me. “Penny wise pound poor” applies to scientific 

work. 
PREPARATION 
1. Take ownership of your project (i.e., you can’t rely on me to get you out of a pickle). I do 

offer a shoulder to cry on and an ear for complaints but ultimately the success of the entire 
endeavor depends on you.  

2. Read enough to pose 1 important and answerable research question per chapter (1-2 for 
Masters, 3-4 for PhD). Understand the theory and assumptions that underlie those 
questions, read ALL the literature that led up to those questions. They who read most win. 

3. Donors who fund a significant chunk of your project (rule of thumb >10% of direct costs) will 
usually demand certain deliverables on a schedule. This includes me. 

4. Optimize your committee for skill set (different perspectives from yours) and personality 
(pick people who motivate you to try harder rather than discourage you). Don’t be 
intimidated by their talents, try to inherit them. 

5. Read continuously throughout your graduate career so you are the expert and to find the 
key methods papers before you go in the field. Those who read most win. 

6. Later, read to become expert in the theory and most current results pertaining to the main 
topics of your chapters. Those who read most win. 

7. Practice writing in the scientific style every week (see that section of this packet for tips.). 
8. Each chapter should contain one important idea and stand-alone without the need to refer 

to subsequent chapters (it’s OK to refer to a published article of yours or a previous chapter 
though). Target a journal for each chapter and format your thesis or dissertation according 
to their criteria (later you can reformat them to meet UW criteria for theses). 

9. Target a conference at which to present ORALLY. Posters are second best. Plan to network 
and meet three key people at that conference. 

10. Obtain your warrant (for graduation) early. 
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Masters students 
As your advisor who wants you to do good science rather than quick science, I recommend you 
take your time to defend and graduate. But I do not have the final say, you have the final word. 

 
Schedules are hard to synch and the committee should have a look at your final certification 
document a few days BEFORE the defense. I am uncomfortable with rushing to the defense 
without building a firm foundation. It can jeopardize your success if a committee member says 
“hold on!" about coursework, a draft of the thesis, or at the defense itself. Laying the 
groundwork perfectly in the lead-up to the defense is very important. 
 
The writing is critical and will take 100% focus for at least a week* and I want the polished draft 
a week** before your committee who must get it at least 2 weeks before your defense (unless 
you secure permission from each and every one of them for a shorter turn-around time). 
Assuming the usual 3 weeks ahead for me and 2 weeks ahead for committee 
 
Masters defense format and guidelines 
1. I will introduce you with a brief glowing biographical sketch and try to think of something 

humorous to help you break the ice or help you relax or make them laugh or whatever 
2. I will ask the committee to hold questions until the formal defense and let the public ask 

questions after the public presentation 
3. After your public pres. and q&a I will announce the next stage is a closed session that will 

last 90-120 minutes. 
4. After everyone (including you) files out I will inform the committee of the protocol for the 

closed defense which is that we will begin asking you questions that derive from your talk or 
your thesis in an orderly fashion that I haven't yet thought of. When that q&a peters out, 
we will ask you to step out so we can consult in private. 

5. We will invite you in for more q&a or because we have made a decision about your progress 
to the Masters. We will repeat e and f until we have a decision. We will sign your official 
warrant if warranted. 

6. Celebrate. 
 

See ‘reflections on the defense’ below for some hard-won lessons. 
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PhD students 
 
Qualifying exams 
There is an official document (warrant) for completing the qualifiers on the Nelson website. 
GOAL: Candidate demonstrates their knowledge of the breadth and depth of their field by 
written answers to complex integrative questions posed by THREE committee members 
(excluding non-readers). 
 
Scope: The candidate defines their own broad topic and sub-specialization, e.g., " conservation 
biology with a subfield focus of carnivore predation on livestock and how to protect both." 
 
Method: Adrian will ask each committee member to provide (a) a reading list of not more than 
10 "must-read" sources (article-length) or books, to read before writing the answer to  (b) a 
single multi-faceted question that overlaps the committee member's expertise and candidate's 
topic and sub-specialization defined above.  
 
There are two models for scheduling the reading and writing: 
• No more than one week should elapse between receipt of a question and submission of the 

candidate’s response. Then the committee member has a week to evaluate the response 
and recommend revision if any, which provides another week for the candidate to revise. 
Taken all together, all committee members' contributions should be completed within 5 
weeks of the official start of the first committee member’s question, which is usually 
Adrian’s question (schedule  to be determined by the candidate and Adrian). 
Or 

• The candidate selects one 12-hour day in which to write their response to all three 
questions. The selection of that day can await receipt of the three reading lists. On the day 
of writing, the committee members must all send their questions to the candidate and to 
Adrian before the pre-determined start time. The committee should not share their 
questions with the candidate ahead of time but the requisite readings can be shared as far 
ahead of the day of writing as desired by the candidate and Adrian. At the end of the writing 
period, the candidate sends their response to each committee member and all three to 
Adrian. The committee has 2 weeks to evaluate and request revision, if any. Revisions must 
be completed in a single 12-hour day, to be scheduled in advance after Adrian and the 
candidate discuss the committees’ recommendations. 

 
Please note there are two models to allow the candidate to choose the one most suited to 
their work style and calendar. We have observed the following advantages and 
disadvantages: the slow model can produce qualifying exam answers so good they seem 
publishable and committee members have more time to interact with each other over the 
responses, whereas that model can take longer than expected (e.g., 35 days), which may not 
work for you if you have a heavy course load. The second model has the advantage of being 
completed more quickly overall, but 12 hours of writing may be more than many can handle 
with coherence. 
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Outcomes: Written responses should be reviewed by the assigning committee member and 
shared with all committee members. The evaluation will be like a peer-reviewed journal 
decision (accept with minor revisions, decision pending major revision, or reject). Adrian will 
cast the deciding vote on the final outcomes in case one committee member rejects. 
 
Contingencies: 
1. If a committee member does not send a reading list before day 1 of writing, let Adrian know 
to nudge them. Also copy Adrian on all communications with committee members regarding 
quals. 
2. If a committee member does not send you some length requirements for your response, 
then the default is 3000 words for initial submission. Revisions might add up to 1000 words 
more unless the committee member specifies otherwise. 
3. Generally, keep Adrian apprised of milestones in the process. 
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PhD Prelims 
There is an official document for completed prelims on the Nelson website. 
Ideally your prelim proposal is an actual grant proposal but a document that reads like one 
would suffice. That document should follow this plan: 
 
1. Statement of the research problem   

a) What do we know and what do we need to know still (concise, <1 page) 
b) Be sure to include interdisciplinary research questions (at least two disciplines defined as 

Biological, Social, Physical or Humanities. Ethics and law are included in the Humanities, 
Social includes human attitudes or demography, Physical includes remote sensing, climate 
change, etc.) 

2. Statement of the significance or important of the problem   

c) Ideally state a theoretical or “advancing knowledge” importance, and 
d) An applied importance (e.g., conservation, ethics, law, policy) 

3. Statement of the research goals or hypotheses  

e) Descriptive research questions (observation and the collection of descriptive data or the 
framing of investigations that do not involve explicit hypotheses or experiments), or 

f)  testable hypotheses or experiments (for the latter make sure the hypothesis is stated in 
the same terms as your response variables are measured, e.g., don’t write “Conflicts 
increase after people kill carnivores”, but rather “Livestock losses increase after people kill 
carnivores”) 

4.  Proposed research methods. These include step by step procedures for the following: 

g) preceding data collection 
h) data collection or measurement 
i) analysis of the data including examples of one or two lines of data in the same format as 

you expect to analyze those data (at least three rows of a spreadsheet showing columns 
for response variables, predictors, and subject IDs to make clear your experimental design 
or analysis), and 

j) the statistical or other analytical methods you plan to use. 

5. Anticipate the results and what they mean for item 2. In other words, if you can anticipate 
the results of an experiment, what would every outcome mean for the field? Include in 
the document several rows of data or several data points including all variables so the 
committee can consider data structures and apocopate analyses. The more you provide, 
the better the advice you might get. 
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FORMAT OF THE PRELIMS 

Here is the possibly unusual prelims format used by some at the Nelson Institute including 
myself. In brief, the prelim is a milestone for collecting input from the committee on your 
specific research goals, methods, and the implications of your work before proceeding to write 
the dissertation and defend it. I am going to try to define "goals, methods, and the 
implications" so you know what to expect. A 
 
The designation of 3 readers / 2-3 non-readers in the committee can change since quals and 
might change again for the dissertation, as needs arise. Adrian is always a reader. 
  
If a chapter is already published, it might seem disingenuous to seek input on methods and 
interpretations. The committee’s input on already published chapters is not wasted. It can 
reveal problems with published work that need to be addressed. Rarely. It can help the 
committee to see the interdisciplinary connections to other chapters. The committee might 
pint out implications of published work that have not been fully explored, which might be 
discussed in the dissertation’s other sections. So include published chapters in the document 
for the prelims. 
 
As for place, time, and process, you should send a Doodle poll to the committee for a 2.5-hour 
meeting, reserve a room (possibly with full-fledged video-conferencing if a committee member 
cannot attend), so Bill can see us and we him, during the prelim. Reserve the room for 2 .5hours 
(although I anticipate 90 minutes will suffice, to allow time for your 30 minute summary of c3 
chapters (10 minutes per chapter). Then committee members will ask you questions for up to 1 
hour (I will take notes primarily and only secondarily ask follow-up or clarifying questions).  

At the 90 minute mark I will ask committee members to wrap up, ask you to step out, and we 
will confer privately on whether to award "pass with minor revisions or revise and resubmit". 
All committee members (reader or non-reader) who are present shall get a vote. We will invite 
you back and I will convey the committee's decision. We might then sign your warrant which 
you should procure ahead of time and prepare for us. Success means advancing to dissertator 
stage. 

Revise and resubmit implies a major change to plans would be required. I will negotiate if 
another meeting is required or if emailed and individual meetings might suffice. I will usually 
serve as the gatekeeper to confirm changes are made. In the latter case, the other committee 
members’’ signatures would be collected at the prelim, but I would withhold my signature until 
revisions are satisfactory to me. 
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6. Dissertation defense 
 
Pending  
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Appendices 
• Fund-raising 

We’re all to one degree or another writing grants so I thought I would write all in one place a 
bunch of rules (you must follow) and guidelines (you should follow). Please save this document 
and refer to it frequently as you consider donors or grant opportunities. 

For those of you working on grants, I'm going to enforce the rule of giving me 2 weeks with 
your polished draft of proposals, in addition to the 5 days Nelson Institute requires to consider 
a polished budget and justification pages. Further, for unpolished work and complex budgets 
(sub-awards, subcontracts, international collaborators, weird overhead policies or anything else 
that is unfamiliar to you), prepare ahead with additional 2-3 weeks before I get the polished 
proposal narrative. Therefore, plan to discuss complex budgets with me at least 6 weeks before 
the sponsor / donor's due date. I will not consider proposals that miss these deadlines 
anymore…too stressful. 
 

Learn to use the WISPER system at 
https://portal.sfs.wisconsin.edu/psp/sfs/EMPLOYEE/ERP/c/UW_WP_WISPER.UW_WP_MY_WIS
PER2.GBL  

Thanks for attending to these steps carefully. 

1. Types of Grants 

If a donor will send a check made out to you and does not require a report from a tax-exempt 
organization or other institution, then you are solely responsible for managing the budget and 
communications with the donor. Don’t involve UW in any way. I can help you write it and 
generally advise. 

If a donor can only contribute to a tax-exempt organization or other institution, then your 
proposal must go through the UW in some fashion. There are two mechanisms: 

a. You are the principal investigator (PI) in some rare cases of fellowships and 
scholarships. or. 

b. More often I am the PI because it is a grant or a gift. (When I am the PI, most of the 
work still falls on you unless we budget for my salary or some other big item.) When 
I am PI, you must jump through some hoops with your proposal. See below. 

For grants that run through UW (me as PI), donor's deadline is NOT your deadline. If X is the 
donor's deadline for submission, that can only happen AFTER UW approves (X-2). That comes 
only AFTER Lynn approves (X-7 to be safe). Her deadline comes AFTER I approve (X-7 unless I 
alerted you to needing more time*). My approval only comes after Nelson institute's financial 
people (Jill often) have worked through the draft budget and its justification (X-4 to 7 
weeks!).Thanks for following these rules carefully. 
 
Guidelines on budgeting 
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Budget justification: separate points of discussion with me from justifying how you estimated 

costs (leave those in the budget justification, which should be a separate Word document 

formatted as the one I sent to you all last week). thanks a million 
  
per diem: only use the official per diem rate when we cannot avoid high costs for travel. You 
will avoid the bulk of those when you stay with your friends or family but not when you travel 
to a conference or perhaps your first night in the capital city (imagine a snowstorm prevents 
you from leaving or getting to the field site and you have to stay at a hotel). Another situation is 
where I come in for a few days and it doesn't feel right to put me up in someone's house (for 
their sake) so we decide to put me in a motel. In the first case I would budget for two per diems 
for you (one on arrival and one on departure) for each international flight and in the second 
case budget for 3 nights per diem for me, assuming I am not going to stay much longer than 
that. Padded per diems give us flexibility for other unanticipated costs.  
  
Also, please recall that a partner who is helping you raise funds might interpret your budget too 
literally – as in they expect me to pay for her conference travel?' or 'they expect me to pay for 
Adrian to visit?' – so be clear about which costs you and I will raise money for that should be 
separate from the funding sought by your partner(s). Aim for transparency, communicate more 
rather than less, ask a lot of questions about which budget items are integral to their planning 
and budgeting.  Also my time is only appropriate in a partner's budget when they have asked 
me to participate. But I still belong in your grand overall budget for your graduate career. Does 
that make sense? 
  
Finally, for budgeting for my time, please use the generic boilerplate activities of "project 
supervision, UW permitting, data analysis, and publications." And unless you hear otherwise 
from me, budget $2549 + fringe benefits https://www.rsp.wisc.edu/rates/ for my time EVERY 
YEAR of your grand budget – this item usually drops off your submitted proposal budgets 
because (a) many donors do not pay for salary, (b) it's one of the first items to go when we have 
to trim a budget, and (c) sometimes I anticipate not needing less time on your project. But I 
need to include it up front or it is hard to reintroduce later. And by way of explanation, you may 
not realize I am on a 9-month contract so my summer work is all pro bono unless I get a grant 
for my time. thanks for understanding. 
in-kind costs  

Some donors like to see in-kind contributions which means you or your collaborators have 
resources to bring to the project that will enhance its success.  

  

If so, you might be asked to make an in-kind budget which is a fuzzy, vaguer budget than the 
one we are working towards. In-kind contributions MIGIHT include (I write MGHT because it's 
hard for me to say): 
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a. your personal field gear that you bring (perhaps including sleeping bag, tent, cook stove if 
you think you might ever overnight in the field) 

  

b. your car: wear and tear, maintenance, gasoline, auto insurance, etc. might be in-kind but I 
suggest you explicitly budget for your mileage. If she does, then any repair or maintenance 
costs are in-kind costs because they are above and beyond the mileage which is supposed to 
cover gas. 

  

d. If you incur other costs that are non-recoverable because you are away, those might be in-
kind such as rent of an apartment in Madison that you are not using or sub-letting, pet boarding 
costs, etc. 

UW is touchy about in-kind of any sort because they have to prove the value of material 
objects and they hate using salary as match (see below) but they have no business regulating 
your personal property so see above. All of this would change if a grant runs through UW, 
then follow their rules of course. 

 e. your time if you get salary support from elsewhere (so this will be a question for your 
collaborator(s) who seeks funding, i.e., if she plans to use this in-kind budget to seek funding for 
items OTHER than your salary, then your salary is in-kind and you can budget as an assistantship 
calendar year rate + tuition remission + fringe). Same actually goes for me. My time on the 
project is in-kind until someone budgets for it in a specific ask to a donor -- there are some 
intricacies of budgeting our time as in-kind.  Simply put I usually donate my time pro bono 
because it is so difficult to use salary as in-kin contributions. 

UW is touchy about in-kind of any sort but particularly touchy about salary. First, during the 
academic year (9 months) NONE of your time is available for in-kind because you are full-time 
students and presumably somehow employed and your employer is sure as heck not going to 
contribute your time to a third-party project. Same for me. The exception might be if you were 
on leave (not paying tuition) or you have an outside salary support that allows you to do just 
that (i.e., the donor to your salary wants you to work for good causes) I have never seen that 
happen but I can imagine. 

 The final tricky bit about marking your time as in-kind even in the summer months is that it is 
valueless in the eyes of UW. This is an irony of salary cost-accounting that if no one is paying for 
your time, it has no value to anyone but you. I disagree with this entire philosophy, but we're 
caught in that system, so let's try to work within it. If you find yourself asked to contribute free 
work or budget for your time as in-kind, let's discuss it ok? 

2. Scheduling and permits 
a. Usually I need 2 weeks to read and comment on a long proposal narrative. Research 

questions usually take the longest time to frame well so start those discussions early. 
Methods and collaborators are often difficult also so start those discussions soon after. 
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b. Recruiting collaborators often takes time for communicating clearly and for sharing 
drafts with them. Plan this carefully so as not to raise expectations that you cannot live 
up to. 

c. Early in the process, determine if your research will involve animals. If so, complete 
RARC IACUC training online and discuss with me how to get permission to conduct 
research on animals. I am the PI on all such protocols even if you are the PI on a 
proposal. 

d. Early on in the process, determine if you will publish data on human subjects (this 
includes a thesis or dissertation) or if you are only asking people questions to evaluate a 
program. Complete the IRB training and then discuss with me how to obtain permission. 
I am the PI on all such protocols even if you are the PI on a proposal. 

e. Early on in the process determine if you will need other permits (e.g., transport of 
biological materials or export permits and tariff rules, etc.).  

f. In every step, put yourself in the shoes of the permitting authorities. What will concern 
them and how can you design your research to allay concerns? 

g. Some donors require information about UW. See: 
https://www.rsp.wisc.edu/factualdata.cfm for info about UW and ask me early if you 
need a specialized CV or bio sketch.  

h. Budgeting appears difficult and confusing and it is., but UW actually dictates quite a few 
of the terms. Estimate what you will need and arrange for a budget planning meeting 
with me and the Nelson Institute business manager (Jill Folkerts currently) at least 2 
weeks before a proposal is due. She will need a draft budget at least 1 week before the 
due date. 

i. Your final version of the proposal should be in my hands and Jill’s 2 business days before 
it is due – unless it is a state, tribal, or federal grant which require more time. 

3. Budget specifics 
a. The most difficult budget item is your salary and tuition. Leave a long lead time to seek 

those grants (NSF, USAID, DOD, DOE, EPA, state, and fellowships). These grants almost 
always go through UW. Don’t guess at how much this costs, consult online first and then 
ask me first, the business manager second. Sometimes when I am the PI, you can budget 
your salary as a field assistant stipend or living expenses. 

b. If a grant takes a lot of my time or effort, plan on covering some of my salary costs. 
Consult me early about this. Sometimes it is appropriate to include travel costs for me to 
visit you in the field when I am the PI. 

c. If a donor’s terms are unusual, consult me early. 
d. Overhead or indirect costs (synonyms) are complex and differ from direct costs. Consult 

me early if the donor does not mention these or if the donor describes a variable rate. 
e. Usually one can reallocate 10% of a budget after an award so you can estimate costs 

and even add line items up to 10% without concern over precision of your estimates. If 
you find yourself estimating more than 10% consult me. 

f. UW requires travel insurance for out-of-state research. Car rentals and airfare require 
booking through UW’s travel portal. You may not be reimbursed if you buy your own. Be 
careful. 
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g. Nelson Institute has its own rules for overhead on gifts. Check with me early. If an 
individual donor indicates a willingness to help fund your work, consult with me early 
and BEFORE a gift or grant is given. 

h. Budget for publication costs because many of the best journals require these for page 
charges or color printing. 

i. UW will not pay for certain activities such as lobbying, litigation, or payments to other 
individuals or organizations as assistants or contractors (if appropriate permissions are 
not in place). 

j. Equipment usually means single items >$5,000; everything else is supplies or materials. 
k. Be scrupulous about budgeting and financial administration. It reflects on all of us. 

4. Miscellaneous 
a. Donors that want conservation action or some sort of change on the ground usually 

want a plan that contains a theory of change. Read the Open Standards for the Practice 
of Conservation and take those standards to heart. Consult me for advice on how to 
write such proposals to include research as a secondary component. 

b. Mark your calendar with required reporting dates and begin reports at least one month 
before they are due. If I am PI, I need draft reports 2 weeks before they are due. 

c. I don’t want to ask anyone for favors to make a proposal happen, so please avoid a 
rushed submission or retractions or anything that might require a favor or an apology.  
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• Scientific writing 

 
Advice on writing a scientific paper PDF version 
 
Manuscripts may have a rigidly defined structure, but there’s still room to tell a compelling 
story — one that clearly communicates the science and is a pleasure to read. Scientist-
authors and editors debate the importance and meaning of creativity and offer tips on how 
to write a top paper. 
Keep your message clear 
Angel Borja, marine scientist at AZTI-Tecnalia, a producer of sustainable business services and 
goods, Pasaia, Spain; journal editor; author of a series on preparing a manuscript. 
Think about the message you want to give to readers. If that is not clear, misinterpretations 
may arise later. And a clear message is even more important when there is a multidisciplinary 
group of authors, which is increasingly common. I encourage groups to sit together in person 
and seek consensus — not only in the main message, but also in the selection of data, the 
visual presentation and the information necessary to transmit a strong message. 
The most important information should be in the main text. To avoid distraction, writers 
should put additional data in the supplementary material. 
Countless manuscripts are rejected because the discussion section is so weak that it’s obvious 
the writer does not clearly understand the existing literature. Writers should put their results 
into a global context to demonstrate what makes those results significant or original. 
There is a narrow line between speculation and evidence-based conclusions. A writer can 
speculate in the discussion — but not too much. When the discussion is all speculation, it’s no 
good because it is not rooted in the author’s experience. In the conclusion, include a one- or 
two-sentence statement on the research you plan to do in the future and on what else needs 
to be explored. 
Create a logical framework 
Brett Mensh, scientific adviser, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Janelia Research Campus, 
Ashburn, Virginia; consultant, science communications. 
Structure is paramount. If you don’t get the structure right, you have no hope. 
I co-wrote a paper (B. Mensh and K. Kording PLoS Comput. Biol.http://doi.org/ckqp; 2017) 
that lays out structural details for using a context–content–conclusion scheme to build a core 
concept. It is one of the most highly tweeted papers so far. In each paragraph, the first 
sentence defines the context, the body contains the new idea and the final sentence offers a 
conclusion. For the whole paper, the introduction sets the context, the results present the 
content and the discussion brings home the conclusion. 
It’s crucial to focus your paper on a single key message, which you communicate in the title. 
Everything in the paper should logically and structurally support that idea. It can be a delight 
to creatively bend the rules, but you need to know them first. 
You have to guide the naive reader to the point at which they are ready to absorb what you 
did. As a writer, you need to detail the problem. I won’t know why I should care about your 
experiment until you tell me why I should. 
State your case with confidence 
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Dallas Murphy, book author, New York City; instructor, writing workshops for scientists in 
Germany, Norway and the United States. 
Clarity is the sole obligation of the science writer, yet I find constantly that the ‘What’s new’ 
element is buried. Answering one central question — What did you do? — is the key to 
finding the structure of a piece. Every section of the manuscript needs to support that one 
fundamental idea. 
There is a German concept known as the ‘red thread’, which is the straight line that the 
audience follows from the introduction to the conclusion. In science, ‘What’s new and 
compelling?’ is the red thread. It’s the whole reason for writing the paper. Then, once that’s 
established, the paragraphs that follow become the units of logic that comprise the red 
thread. 
Scientific authors are often scared to make confident statements with muscularity. The result 
is turgid or obfuscatory writing that sounds defensive, with too many caveats and long lists — 
as if the authors are writing to fend off criticism that hasn’t been made yet. When they write 
for a journal gatekeeper rather than for a human being, the result is muddy prose. 
Examples such as this are not uncommon: “Though not inclusive, this paper provides a useful 
review of the well-known methods of physical oceanography using as examples various 
research that illustrates the methodological challenges that give rise to successful solutions to 
the difficulties inherent in oceanographic research.” Why not this instead: “We review 
methods of oceanographic research with examples that reveal specific challenges and 
solutions”? 
And if the prose muddies the science, the writer has not only failed to convey their idea, but 
they’ve also made the reader work so hard that they have alienated him or her. The reader’s 
job is to pay attention and remember what they read. The writer’s job is to make those two 
things easy to do. I encourage scientists to read outside their field to better appreciate the 
craft and principles of writing. 
Beware the curse of ‘zombie nouns’ 
Zoe Doubleday, ecologist, University of Adelaide, Australia; co-author of a paper on 
embracing creativity and writing accessible prose in scientific publications. 
Always think of your busy, tired reader when you write your paper — and try to deliver a 
paper that you would enjoy reading yourself. 
Why does scientific writing have to be stodgy, dry and abstract? Humans are story-telling 
animals. If we don’t engage that aspect of ourselves, it’s hard to absorb the meaning of what 
we’re reading. Scientific writing should be factual, concise and evidence-based, but that 
doesn’t mean it can’t also be creative — told in a voice that is original — and engaging (Z. 
Doubleday et al. Trends Ecol. Evol. 32, 803–805; 2017). If science isn’t read, it doesn’t exist. 
One of the principal problems with writing a manuscript is that your individual voice is 
stamped out. Writers can be stigmatized by mentors, manuscript reviewers or journal editors 
if they use their own voice. Students tell me they are inspired to write, but worry that their 
adviser won’t be supportive of creativity. It is a concern. We need to take a fresh look at the 
‘official style’ — the dry, technical language that hasn’t evolved in decades. 
Author Helen Sword coined the phrase ‘zombie nouns’ to describe terms such as 
‘implementation’ or ‘application’ that suck the lifeblood out of active verbs. We should 
engage readers’ emotions and avoid formal, impersonal language. Still, there’s a balance. 
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Don’t sensationalize the science. Once the paper has a clear message, I suggest that writers 
try some vivid language to help to tell the story. For example, I got some pushback on the 
title of one of my recent papers: ‘Eight habitats, 38 threats, and 55 experts: Assessing 
ecological risk in a multi-use marine region’. But, ultimately, the editors let me keep it. 
There’s probably less resistance out there than people might think. 
Recently, after hearing me speak on this topic, a colleague mentioned that she had just 
rejected a review paper because she felt the style was too non-scientific. She admitted that 
she felt she had made the wrong decision and would try to reverse it. 
Prune that purple prose 
Peter Gorsuch, managing editor, Nature Research Editing Service, London; former plant 
biologist. 
Writers must be careful about ‘creativity’. It sounds good, but the purpose of a scientific 
paper is to convey information. That’s it. Flourishes can be distracting. Figurative language 
can also bamboozle a non-native English speaker. My advice is to make the writing only as 
complex as it needs to be. 
That said, there are any number of ways of writing a paper that are far from effective. One of 
the most important is omitting crucial information from the methods section. It’s easy to do, 
especially in a complicated study, but missing information can make it difficult, if not 
impossible, to reproduce the study. That can mean the research is a dead end. 
It’s also important that the paper’s claims are consistent with collected evidence. At the same 
time, authors should avoid being over-confident in their conclusions. 
Editors and peer reviewers are looking for interesting results that are useful to the field. 
Without those, a paper might be rejected. Unfortunately, authors tend to struggle with the 
discussion section. They need to explain why the findings are interesting and how they affect 
a wider understanding of the topic. Authors should also reassess the existing literature and 
consider whether their findings open the door for future work. And, in making clear how 
robust their findings are, they must convince readers that they’ve considered alternative 
explanations. 
Aim for a wide audience 
Stacy Konkiel, director of research and education at Altmetric, London, which scores research 
papers on the basis of their level of digital attention. 
There have been no in-depth studies linking the quality of writing to a paper’s impact, but a 
recent one (N. Di Girolamo and R. M. Reynders J. Clin. Epidemiol. 85, 32–36; 2017) shows that 
articles with clear, succinct, declarative titles are more likely to get picked up by social media 
or the popular press. 
Those findings tie in with my experience. My biggest piece of advice is to get to the point. 
Authors spend a lot of time setting up long-winded arguments to knock down possible 
objections before they actually state their case. Make your point clearly and concisely — if 
possible in non-specialist language, so that readers from other fields can quickly make sense 
of it. 
If you write in a way that is accessible to non-specialists, you are not only opening yourself up 
to citations by experts in other fields, but you are also making your writing available to 
laypeople, which is especially important in the biomedical fields. My Altmetric colleague Amy 
Rees notes that she sees a trend towards academics being more deliberate and thoughtful in 
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how they disseminate their work. For example, we see more scientists writing lay summaries 
in publications such as The Conversation, a media outlet through which academics share 
news and opinions. 
Nature 555, 129-130 (2018) 
 
Caveats and justifications: Although there are many traditions out there in academia, the advice 
I offer below reflects >150 scientific articles published in ecology and interdisciplinary carnivore 
conservation. Also, the advice below refers only to the traditional empirical paper (i.e., new 
observations of the world or tests of hypotheses) not review papers or other approaches to 
creating knowledge. Even having written that, I admit there will be exceptions and special 
circumstances that demand different recipes but here goes anyway… 
 
Articles stemming from our collaborations should be finished by the first author as soon as 
possible and before the end of any paid appointment. Occasionally, publication is delayed for 
personal reasons or because of rejections. If these delays are prolonged (as a rule of thumb, 
beyond 3 months after end of the appointment or 3 months after the co-authors have agreed 
on a timeline for the publication), we will discuss a change in authorship or abandoning the 
article. I retain the right to take first authorship for any manuscript delayed beyond the agreed 
period above.  
 
Criteria for co-authorship: 
A co-author must contribute to 3 of 5 tasks (2 substantially) in writing a scientific article: 

1. fund-raising 
2. concept & research design 
3. data collection 
4. data analysis & interpretation 
5. writing & submitting including media outreach 

The first author usually has primary responsibility for every task although at times a co-author 
may have primary responsibility for one. It is worth mentioning that task 5 includes a lengthy 
period of responding to reviewers and editors, proofing before publication, and perhaps 
dissemination after submission with the media, the journal, interested audiences, etc. 
 
Word limits 
 
Within your word limits, which vary tremendously between journals and even between article 
types within journals, take the length suggestions below as guidelines not prescriptions – follow 
the journal requirements to  the letter.. 
 
Title page 
 
Abstract: Very simply repeat the structure of the main paper (Intro, methods, results, 
conclusions) but include only the most important elements. Length dictated strictly by the 
journal. 
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Introduction (10-20% or less of the main text):  
Orient your reader to the big picture in the first paragraph. Try to hook their interest in 

this paragraph. For example, in our field we often begin with an accepted statement about 
carnivores such as “Carnivores are among the most endangered species on the planet…” (for a 
paper on restoration, extinction, biodiversity), or “Humans cause most carnivore mortality…” 
(for a paper on human interactions, threats, conflicts), or “Coexisting with carnivores is seen 
differently by different societies…” (for a paper on human attitudes or symbolism or law), or 
“Many large carnivores are thought to shape ecosystems…” (for a paper on ecology, behavior, 
interactions with other species). This paragraph should continue to describe what we humans 
know about that subject but prioritize to address only the most relevant and important 
established facts. One’s literature review is important here so include citations to evidence. 
Sometimes addressing what we know takes another paragraph, depending on whether the 
scientific literature is deep and one is pursuing knowledge so complex that it’s hard to explain 
in a single paragraph. 

Then the next paragraph describes what we humans don’t know. Only the most 
important unknowns deserve to be described and only if the rest of one’s paper will fill the gap 
at least partially. One’s literature review is important here so include citations to evidence. This 
is the paragraph where one might describe hypotheses, especially if they are tested in the rest 
of the paper, or if two opposing hypotheses make predictions that will be tested in the rest of 
your paper. Because fair statements of opposing hypotheses takes care, this paragraph may 
multiply into one per hypothesis. 

The Next paragraph describes how one will fill the gap in knowledge described above 
and hint at the implications or importance of the findings. If one has used previously published 
methods, cite the original authors here. For most journals or topics, it is a good idea to very 
briefly describe the methods and justify why these can help fill the gap in knowledge. Usually 
one ends this paragraph with the most important findings that one is about to reveal. 
Sometimes one doesn’t – if one is directly opposing two hypotheses one might not spill the 
beans early, or if the more important interpretations depend more on interpretation of the 
results themselves, then one leans heavily on the Discussion to explain the findings. 

Tables and Figures are somewhat rare in the Introduction unless you present a 
schematic for a theory, conceptual framework, or hypothesis. Also sometimes a journal asks for 
arresting photos of your subject (e.g., the species or landscape under study). 

 
Methods (should be as long as required to explain the methods so clearly that someone 
scientifically literate can replicate the research): 
 Replicability is a scientific hallmark. It is better to explain too much than not enough. 
Editors and co-authors will help to reduce. Use the active voice when you or a co-author 
performed some method. Use the passive voice when you do not know who did something, 
e.g., “Data were collected by a variety of field agents…”. I often find it useful to write this 
section in the same order as I performed the preparation, data collection, and analysis. Often 
one starts with study site or time series (history) and often one ends with statistical methods. 
 When methods are extremely long (>50% of the allowable word limits for the whole 
paper, consider using supplementary materials (published online these days). In that case, leave 
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everything that needed to understand the results, and move only that which is needed to 
replicate the study. 
 Tables depicting samples or questions on a survey instrument might be included in 
Methods. Maps are often included in Methods. Most journals want figures (maps, photos, 
graphs) at the end of the document but referenced in order in the text. And most journals want 
figures to precede tables (any text depicted in columns and rows). 
 
Results (15-25% of the main text): 
 Never report anything that was not described in the Methods. Try to follow the path 
followed in scientific progress: observation and description, followed by inference, and then 
finally test of theory. In other words, usually one starts with a description of the sample (where, 
how much, and when it was collected). Describe the data, usually quantitatively although some 
amount of qualitative description may be needed – not interpretation of results though (see 
below). Then present tests of hypotheses or outcomes of predictions.  

Don’t bury important results in a mass of less important ones. If one claims a difference 
between two values, one usually must show statistical analyses. If one plans to make an 
inference about quantitative values, one usually needs statistics.  The most difficult thing is not 
to interpret results (until the next section). Avoid interpretation or discussion, unless the 
journal explicitly allows a combined Results and Discussion section. 
 
Discussion (remainder of papers): 
 Begin by summarizing the goal of the paper and the main findings that address that goal 
in the first paragraph. When the results conform to predictions, identify those and their source 
(citation). When the results resolve two opposing hypotheses extend the paragraph into more, 
as needed to do justice to each hypothesis (with citations). 
 In the next paragraph, be self-critical of the limitations of one’s study. Look for reasons 
why one might be wrong. Explore biases and inaccuracies in the data. This is often the hardest 
part of being a scientist – seeing past one’s long-cherished assumptions and biases. 
 In the next paragraph, propose future research that is needed. Point to remaining gaps 
in knowledge. Suggest methods or experiments to improve our inferences. Keep it brief unless 
current methods or theory is badly inaccurate. 
 Many papers in our field end with recommendations to policy-makers, managers, 
scientists, the public, etc. Keep it brief unless current practice or policy is damaging, unethical, 
illegal, risks extinction, etc. 
 
Acknowledgments 
 
References 
 
Figures 
 
Tables 
 
Submission, proofing, and media outreach 
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In a separate document, prepare a cover letter to the editors. Ask for a recent example of a 
successful one and an unsuccessful one. In general, provide the abstract or summarize in 2-3 
sentences the most important aspects of the paper. Explain why it is important, timely, 
transformative, etc. Prepare a list of names of preferred reviewers and a list of opposed 
reviewers, if any. The journal may ask for one’s preferences for an editor. A journal may ask for 
a statement of conflict of interest, research permissions, etc. 
 
More on this in the next draft 
 
Correction and retraction 
 
 
From a related document, perhaps overlapping a lot 
 
I decided to throw together a bunch of guidelines and rules for scientific writing (and thinking) 
to all of you at once. Please keep these guidelines handy whenever writing.  
 
Some are required and others are stylistic (which I will correct in most cases but not insist). I 
present these here so I don’t have to edit them frequently in the future. And by the way I make 
many of these mistakes myself and have to correct my own writing extensively. Let’s not even 
mention spelling errors enhanced by software bugs… 
 
Required 
Use the active voice in Methods -- unless you are reporting what someone else did and it’s not 
clear whom -- because the active voice makes clear who did what which is very important in 
scientific writing. Here is an example of proper use of active voice in methods and proper use of 
passive voice: "I observed the wolf eat the bear, an event that has been documented rarely by 
the Minnesota DNR.” 
 
Always support or substantiate an assertion, that’s how science differs from other writing. I.e., 
nothing is a fact unless evidence supports it (and even then facts are hard to come by because 
of limitations to scientific inference). Only omit evidence and citations if your word limits are 
very tight (abstracts, some proposals) and you can put in somewhere that citations are 
available upon request or some similar understanding that you lack space to present evidence. 
 
Always aim for simple, clear writing. Shorten your text. 
Make your title inviting without scientific names or excessive length. 
 
Start paragraphs with a topic sentence that follows in some way from the prior paragraph or 
introduces a new topic clearly. End your paragraphs with a sentence that either recaps the 
point of the paragraph or points the way to the next paragraph in an orderly, logical sequence. 
 
Minor issues that I will correct every time I see them (somewhat stylistic or particular to 
scientific writing, not actually wrong) include the following: 
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use “methods" unless you refer to the study of methods or a comparison of methods in which 
case you can refer to “methodology”; Although the latter is not wrong it’s longer than 
necessary. 
 
Avoid using this construction "number/territory" unless you mean "number divided by 
territory” and no need to write "and/or" because “or" encompasses the possibility of and. Use 
"only one of x or y not both" if you mean only one not both. 
 
Use “, which” if the clause that precedes it can stand alone but use “that” if the clause 
preceding cannot stand alone and still make sense. 
 
Use impact mainly as a noun and sparingly, e.g., "the impact of your writing was spectacular as 
thousands bought your book” rather than “my writing impacted a dozen people close to me”. 
The most appropriate use is for things like asteroids and missiles. 
 
Avoid “in order to” if you can write “to”. 
 
Avoid split infinitives “to actively seek” because they can be confusing “to better understand”; 
instead write “to seek actively” and “to understand better” so as to avoid confusion with “to 
better” (defeat or conquer) 
 
Be careful how you use causal language (e.g. verbs: influenced, changed, made, result in, led to, 
determines, affects or nouns: effect, influence, cause, driver, determinant) if your evidence and 
your inferences derive from correlation, association, sample sizes of 1 or 2, or simple 
observation without manipulations.  
 
Also note the distinction we have now published between gold-standard or rigorous 
experiments that include random assignment to control and treatment groups versus quasi-
experimental or silver standard studies that include case-control or before-and-after 
comparisons in which controls are not randomly selected. I’ve never seen a platinum standard 
in our field where ‘blind’ measurements were incorporated, i.e., measurement and reporting 
was blind to the treatment, assignment to control and treatment was blind to attributes of the 
subjects, and subjects themselves were blind to the treatment (placebo). Note that “natural” 
experiments may be no more than correlational if self-selection bias is strong. Some studies and 
indeed entire fields of study cannot draw the strongest inference of gold standard (e.g., history, 
paleoclimatology) because they can never go back to manipulate the conditions in the past. 
Anytime you are unable to simulate, repeat, or otherwise manipulate conditions you are forced 
into a lower level of inference and should acknowledge the limits of inference and the effect of 
potentially confounding variables that you could not control (and I meant "effect" here). 
 
Strongly recommended 
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Use endnote as a reference manager so we can easily exchange files and references. This may 
be available free through the UW campus software library. If someone could confirm or reject 
that submission, please do so. 
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• How to take criticism 
 
First, this is a very good first draft. I’ll thank you in advance for taking these with grace and 
the firm knowledge that I am supporting you strongly and offering criticism because I care 
and I want us all to be proud of the work and put our best feet forward.  
 
We’re a team so I am copying because I need them to follow along so I don’t need to repeat 
my suggestions. Thanks for taking this with grace. My comments are intended to simulate 
peer review (usually anonymous) combined with the editor's review (not anonymous). The 
intended goal of this review is to improve a manuscript and hopefully make it good enough 
to publish. The editor is your ally in this goal. Nevertheless, the review process can 
challenge the author emotionally, as cherished writing is put to the test of another's 
opinions and experience. No matter how well you think you write, a reader coming from a 
different tradition or frame of mind will find faults. At its best, a review is constructive 
criticism that can help you make a stronger manuscript that will be published. At its worst, a 
review is ego-bruising and may deter an author from resubmission. I could wallpaper my 
office with rejection letters. You are not being rejected, only corrected. Corrections make 
you stronger to paraphrase a French philosopher. 
 
Do not take criticism personally. Rather view your own writing with detachment objectively 
(scientifically). In part the responsibility falls on your shoulders as author to have a thick 
skin, approach criticism with humility, and relinquish your preconceived ideas about good 
writing or persuasive logic. 
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• Peer review 

Peer review of manuscripts submitted to journals 
 
Why peer review papers? 
Editors need experts in a field to judge the quality of manuscripts. Most scientists see this as a 
professional duty performed pro bono to help our field advance and to hold the quality of 
scientific work to high standards. Most reviews are anonymous (or blind) meaning the authors 
do not know your identity unless you choose to reveal it. I almost never reveal it unless I admire 
the paper and see an opportunity for future collaboration. Sometimes reviews are double-blind 
where the authors have been asked to delete all reference to their own work or conceal their 
names to avoid biasing the reviewers. Most manuscripts are reviewed by 2-4 referees 
(=anonymous reviewer), some of whom are chosen by the editor and some of whom may have 
been suggested by the authors.  
 
Why you? 
Initially editors will not know you personally or your work so I can play a role by introducing you 
to them and asking them for permission to pass a manuscript to you, which I was asked to 
review. This raises your profile with that editor and possibly the whole editorial staff. I have not 
been refused any of the times I have asked this. In the coming years I will ask you first if you are 
willing and then ask the editor for permission, partly for your professional development and 
partly because I am being asked to do too many to handle currently. If you complete a review, 
you should list the journal under “Other professional experience” or similar heading near the 
end of your CV. Also register with Publons and get credit for doing it (credit is vague at this 
time). 
 
How many? 
I decline about one manuscript in 4 because no one in our lab is qualified and another 1 in 4 
because I don’t think anyone of us should spend time on the journal or the article or the topic. I 
have reviewed approximately 12–18 manuscripts per year for the last 5 years but recently the 
rate has accelerated because of at least three reasons of which I am aware: (i) wolves are being 
studied in many places, (ii) my reputation has spread somewhat, and (iii) I have been publishing 
a lot lately which tends to get one asked to review more (the editor of a journal in which I 
publish will note my name for that topic and contact me if a manuscript is submitted on that 
topic subsequently). 
 
How should we peer review? 
The first and foremost rule is constructive criticism obviously. We are supposed to evaluate 
research methods, findings, and interpretations primarily to make sure accurate and precise 
data are being collected and interpreted correctly for the permanent record. A secondary 
criterion for publishing an article is that the literature review was done well--were the authors 
aware of work preceding theirs and did they add to it or modify what we understood? A tertiary 
criterion is whether the grammar, diction, and sentence construction is clear. Section by 
section: Sometimes you are asked to evaluate if the topic is appropriate for the journal in 
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question, judging from its past readership. I almost never suggest that as a reason or rejection. 
• The introduction should introduce the problem and its significance, what we understand 

to date from past research (it's bad form if the authors only cite themselves) and how 
the authors attempted to advance understanding. 

• Methods: Ideally someone reading only the article should be capable of replicating the 
study. Increasingly editors are satisfied when methods replicated from other published 
work are cited. The methods include everything from sample design to statistical 
analysis. It helps to convince skeptical readers if one identifies one’s own biases. 

• Results: Only the results should be presented here not discussion, meaning descriptive 
statistics, inferential statistics and any qualitative information you collected. Figures and 
tables should never repeat information in the text of the Results. 

• Discussion. Interpretation of the results and discussion of the implications of the 
findings. This section or succeeding ones may contain management recommendations 
and suggestions for future research. 

 
You should almost always include at least one sentence summarizing the main goal of the paper 
(what are they trying to accomplish by publishing this paper? What hypothesis did they test? 
What theory or practice are they attempting to improve or add to?) and then relate your final 
recommendation to whether they achieved the goals. Early on in your comments, the reader 
should get a sense of whether the article as submitted should be published.  
 
You do not need to make the judgment of accept or reject for the editor. That is their difficult 
job. You should decide whether the article requires minor revision, major revision, or is too 
flawed even to revise. I would say my evaluations follow a distribution of 10%, 80%, 10% 
respectively. You may be asked to review it again if you recommend any version of ‘revise and 
resubmit’. I accept to review again in fewer than half the cases. I find two reasons to do so: (a) I 
am very interested in the conclusions if they revise the analyses; or (b) I am very concerned 
they will not do it right and it will affect the field adversely. 
 
Common circumstances 
Make sure you explicitly consider whether the methods adequately explain the data 
presented, whether the data AND analyses support the interpretations made, and whether 
interpretations or conclusions went beyond the results presented (if they do they should be 
presented as hypotheses, speculations, areas for future research, etc. If the paper fails in any of 
these regards, a major revision is probably required or even rejection. 
 
Rarer circumstances 
If submitting your review online, you can paste your entire review into the box that goes to 
authors. You only put something confidential into the editor’s text field. I have rarely done so. 
 
Sometimes you will be offered an opportunity to make confidential comments to the editor. 
Use this opportunity only if you have private information about the manuscript that was not 
clearly disclosed in the manuscript and may strongly influence the editor’s decision. I only used 
this once when I knew an article did not accurately describe the methods used in the field but 
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there was no way to determine that from the text so I had to disclose my prior knowledge to 
the editor. 
 
Sometimes manuscripts have great potential but fall short on one or more criteria. If you expect 
other reviewers to slam the manuscript but you want to encourage the authors and editor to 
consider a major revision, you may wish to describe in great detail how the manuscript could be 
improved. If on the other hand you expect other reviewers to be easy on a manuscript but you 
want the authors to be more rigorous, then take more time on the review and provide stringent 
advice on improvement from most important points to least important points, agree to review 
again if resubmitted, and choose your advice strategically so it is hard for the authors to argue 
to the editors that your advice is overly burdensome, impractical, or ill-conceived. 
 
From Nature 2018 
CAREER COLUMN  
 08 OCTOBER 2018 
How to write a thorough peer review by Mathew Stiller-Reeve 

Scientists do not receive enough peer-review training. To improve this situation, a small group 
of editors and I developed a peer-review workflowto guide reviewers in delivering useful and 
thorough analyses that can really help authors to improve their papers. 

We suggest that you perform three readings of a paper, concentrating on a different element 
each time. At every point, remember to classify your comments as major or minor flaws. Major 
flaws will need considerable time to explain or correct. 

The first reading is to get an overall impression of the paper and its aims. Take notes as you go. 
Make sure the paper is within the scope of the journal. It’s unlikely that it won’t be, but 
answering this question forces you to better understand the research and think about the 
paper’s mission: what it’s trying to achieve. 

Take particular note of the parts of the paper that your expertise speaks best to. Editors do not 
expect you to be an expert in absolutely every aspect of the paper, although they also don’t 
want you to be a novice. Be upfront and honest with the authors and the editor about which 
scientific aspects you will focus on in your review. 

After the first reading, attempt to ‘mirror’ the article by writing down, in detail, your 
understanding of the science. This tells the authors how you — the reader — have interpreted 
the aims, results and novelty of their research. If they disagree with your analysis, they should, 
from your comments, be able to understand that this is not your fault. Your analysis is a clear 
message that the authors need to work on how they communicate their intentions. 

You might also notice a fatal flaw during your first reading. Forget minor or major flaws: a fatal 
flaw is one that stops the review process dead in its tracks. There’s not much point in 
continuing the process if the method is fatally flawed, if an entire section is missing or if the 
paper is utterly unreadable. Describe all flaws in your review, and submit it. Depending on the 
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journal, you might have the option to ‘reject, but resubmit’. Otherwise, simply reject. There’s no 
shame in it! 

If you don’t find a fatal flaw, continue to the second reading. Remember, you still need time, 
peace and quiet. 

The second reading allows you to concentrate on the scientific nuts and bolts of the research: the 
method, analysis and conclusions. Remember to distinguish between major and minor issues, 
and to read the paper in chronological order. Ask the following questions: 

• Do the Abstract and Introduction clearly identify the need for this research, and its relevance? 

• Does the Methodology target the main question(s) appropriately? 

• Are the Results presented clearly and logically, and are they justified by the data provided? 
Are the figures clear and fully described? 

• Do the Conclusions justifiably respond to the main questions posed by the author(s) in the 
Introduction? 

It is particularly important to ensure that the questions put forth in the Introduction are 
answered properly in the Conclusions. Try to spot anywhere the paper might start to take you 
on a wild goose chase. The paper should leave wild geese alone, unless it’s a submission to an 
ornithology journal. 

At this point, it’s a good idea to take a few days away from the paper to step back from the 
details for a while. 

During the third and final reading, you should concentrate on the writing and presentation. The 
science might be great, but heavy composition and messy structure might bog down the main 
message. If you comment on the writing, make sure you back up your comments. Don’t just 
note, “This is badly written.” Suggest to the authors how to make the story more cohesive and 
tightly reasoned. Was the paper hard to read because the paragraphs did not flow together? Did 
the authors flood the paper with confusing acronyms? 

You do not need to copyedit a paper — that is generally the job of the journal that has asked 
you to review the article. But any suggestions for improving the language more generally will 
be welcome, and they are an important part of the peer-review process. 

You should now have a list of comments and suggestions for a complete peer review. The full 
peer-review document can comprise the following sections: 

1. Introduction: Mirror the article, state your expertise and whether the paper is publishable, or 
whether there are fatal flaws; 
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2. Major flaws; 

3. Minor flaws; 

4. Other, lesser suggestions and final comments. 

Now, read your review carefully, and preferably aloud: if you stumble when reciting your own 
text, then readers will probably do the same. Reading it this way will also draw your attention 
to how your criticisms might sound to the ears of the authors. Ensure that your critiques are 
constructive and not offensive. Be helpful and not harmful. Sometimes, you should submit a 
harsh review, but never a rude one. Remember to adhere always to the “golden rule” of peer 
reviewing (M. A. McPeek, et al. Am. Naturalist173, E155–E158; 2009): “review for others as you 
would have others review for you”. 

View our full worksheet here. 

 

Peer review: how to be a good referee 
Peer review is lauded in principle as the guarantor of quality in academic publishing 
and grant distribution. But its practice is often loathed by those on the receiving end. 
Here, seven academics offer their tips on good refereeing, and reflect on how it may 
change in the years to come 

Every academic wants their papers and grant applications to be reviewed fairly, 
competently, promptly and courteously. So why is it that, when asked to take their own 
turn to review, so many academics turn into the infamous reviewer #2 (or, in the 
sciences, reviewer #3): the tardy, abusive and self-serving misanthrope hiding behind 
the cloak of anonymity to put a rival down regardless of merit? 

Here, scholars from a range of disciplines and countries set down their thoughts on the 
dos and don’ts of peer reviewing. Issues addressed include how many reviewing 
requests to accept, when to recuse yourself, and whether it is ever appropriate to 
reveal yourself to the author, or to request citations to your own papers. 

But whatever the failings of individuals, several contributors believe that, above all, it is 
the system itself that needs to up its game, with the profit motive, the restriction of 
reviewing to before publication and the lack of institutional rewards for undertaking it 
all coming in for scrutiny. Peer review may be the gold standard, but it clearly needs 
some attention if its currency is not to be devalued. 

‘Be a true “peer”, who is helpful but firm’ 
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We all know the usual reasoning: we peer review to be good citizens, to support 
dialogue in our fields, and so on. We want high-quality peer reviews ourselves, so we 
need to provide them for others. But in the rapidly changing climate surrounding 
research publication, new questions are arising: why provide this free labour, 
particularly for commercially run entities? Given that reviewing typically doesn’t “count” 
for anything within our institutions, should we cut back on our commitments? And 
which requests should we accept? 

As the editor-in-chief for a major journal in my field, I depend utterly on excellent 
referees. From this point of view, what makes a good referee is very clear: timely 
response to the original invitation, continued contact as the reviewing progresses 
(especially if any problems arise) and a detailed report that provides truly constructive 
criticism. The last is perhaps the trickiest point. 

Constructive criticism aims to make the proposed paper stronger and more 
compelling, not to try to get the authors to write a different paper altogether. 
Proofreading is not the point of refereeing: this should be left to authors, editors and 
production staff. But it is essential to assess whether the manuscript is participating in 
ongoing conversations in the field: an extremely high-quality article that is read by no 
one is not a benefit to anyone, including the authors. 

Papers should also be reviewed to make certain that they are adequately and 
accurately citing previous relevant literature, particularly by underrepresented groups, 
such as women; empirical evidence shows that their publications tend to be neglected. 
In many senses, there is nothing truly original left to be written. The best papers 
position their claims and arguments against the existing literature and enter a dialogue 
with it. This should be a central consideration for referees, who should point the 
authors specifically towards the literature – by, for instance, providing examples of 
relevant citations. 

Reviewing well entails not accepting too many requests. Academics use different 
strategies, such as only doing a certain number per year, or only accepting a new 
request after they have completed the last. It is also essential to be in the right frame of 
mind when you sit down to review; if done at the last minute, at the end of a long day, 
what you produce is likely to be unhelpful. 

How you present your review is vital: a report that is extremely blunt or aggressive to 
the point of rudeness will probably not be deemed usable by many editors, so 
producing such a report wastes your time and theirs. Avoid being (the perhaps 
apocryphal) reviewer #2 and instead be a true “peer”, who is helpful but firm. Consider 
how you would feel if you were to receive the report that you have written and strive to 
be accurate without being downright mean. Provide the authors with a way forward 
without doing the work for them: this might mean trying a different journal, 
reconceptualising the paper’s framing, or simply making some minor clarifications. 

Part of your job as a referee is to give evidence-based advice to the editor about how 
to proceed, as in most cases referees’ reports are advisory. Do consider whether your 
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judgement in this regard may be compromised by a conflict of interest, and if in doubt, 
consult the editor before proceeding. While reviewing papers by authors well known to 
you is generally frowned upon, it may be important to do so in smaller subfields if you 
are one of the few people with the relevant expertise and you believe that you can 
remain impartial. 

Indeed, academics should focus their reviewing efforts on papers in their own 
subfields, where their expertise is strongest and where they benefit most from the 
window it gives on to emerging issues. Try not to accept review requests that are 
lateral to your expertise unless there are clearly extenuating circumstances. 

Reviewing also allows you to see models of best practice – and of poor practice – 
which can improve your own publication habits. To be forced to critique someone 
else’s work enables you to become more reflective about your own research, 
particularly in terms of framing, argumentation and evidence. 

Reviewing should be regarded not as a chance to lecture others but as an opportunity 
to learn, and to use your expertise to contribute to the growth of your field. Viewed in 
this way, it also is a much more pleasant and productive experience for everyone 
involved. 

Rachel A. Ankeny is professor of history at the University of Adelaide, where she 
is also associate dean of research and deputy executive dean in the Faculty of 
Arts. 

‘Be constructive but unvaryingly succinct’ 
Before writing this piece, I consulted widely with colleagues about why they undertake 
peer review. The answers were pretty much as I expected. Senior colleagues feel that it 
is an essential requirement of being a scientist to engage in the process – “a moral 
obligation”, as one put it. Many spend a significant amount of time at the weekend or 
in the evenings reviewing, since it is “a duty above and beyond the day job”. 

They are certainly aware of the flaws of peer review – unconscious bias, conflicts of 
interest, personal loathing, lack of specialist knowledge, ignorance, not being fully up 
to date on the topic, and so on. Despite all this, my colleagues still see peer review as 
the “gold standard of science”. One – and he is by no means the first to do so – 
paraphrased Churchill’s thoughts on democracy: “Peer review is the worst form of 
assessment except for all those other forms that have been tried from time to time.” 

Interestingly, my junior colleagues are more pragmatic. I quote directly from one 
succinct colleague: “I review because it is the only way to prevent crap from being 
published that I would then have to wade through before I [can] get my own work 
published.” Early career scientists are also much more selective in what they will 
review, choosing manuscripts from the top journals and only in fields of direct 
relevance, with the primary aim of “finding out what is going on”. Another difference 
between senior and junior colleagues is that the latter are much more likely to take 
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rejection personally, and to get upset. Whether this is because age results in the 
accumulation of wisdom, the denudation of the emotions or the acquisition of 
alternative forms of gratification remains unclear to me. 

Henry Oldenburg, the founding editor of The Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society of London, is credited with inventing pre-publication peer review in 1665. By 
the 1830s, all Royal Society publications were subject to some form of external peer 
review. However, it was not until the mid-20th century that refereeing became the norm 
for most journals; indeed, Nature instituted formal peer review only in 1967; previously, 
editors had relied on their own expertise, supplemented with internal discussion. 

But editors retain immense power. They decide whether a manuscript should be sent 
for peer review, to whom the manuscript will be sent, and whether the reviewers’ 
advice is acted upon or ignored. A senior colleague makes the point that “the key thing 
about getting a paper published these days is to make the abstract sufficiently idiot 
proof to get the [section] editor to send it out for peer review”. And while my colleagues 
express frustration with referees, there is a grudging trust that, on balance, they do a 
good job. By contrast, there is little faith in editors’ ability to act as qualified 
“gatekeepers” of published science. 

In my own case, I am sometimes frustrated by the manuscripts I am asked to review. 
Lack of novelty, unclear language, unspecified methodological details, weak 
experimental design, muddled statistics and obscure data presentation can all elicit 
this response. If the manuscript’s conclusions are faith-based and not data-based, I 
also get very disappointed, resenting that my evening’s work has not taught me 
something new. And I get especially irritated when important data are deliberately 
buried in the supplementary data section, or when there are obvious technical 
mistakes. I once reviewed a mouse paper that reported levels of a hormone that a 
mouse is genetically incapable of making – that experience required a very large, 
calming whisky. 

My responses in such cases are, hopefully, always constructive but are unvaryingly 
succinct – perhaps even blunt. And I don’t really discriminate between “top” and 
“mainstream” journals. Good science is good science. 

But on the rare occasions when the work is truly novel and brilliantly designed, I am 
transported to a new plane of happiness, and I gush shamefully in my written 
response, even if a few more experiments or tweaks are required. I might even admit 
coyly, in conversation with the author, that I was a referee! 

Shortly after my election to one of the UK’s national academies, I joined its election 
committee. I witnessed for the first time the multiple layers of peer review that 
eventually lead to the appointment of a new fellow. In view of the intense competition, 
scrutiny and detailed discussion, I remarked to another committee member that I 
wondered how the bloody hell I had ever been elected. The individual turned his head, 
and with a complete absence of humour, answered: “Well, in my case, I wondered why 
it had taken so long”. 
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On balance, peer review is an invaluable force for good, but it clearly does not select 
for humility! 

Russell Foster is chair of circadian neuroscience at theUniversity of Oxford. 

‘I wish more editors would delete unhelpfully negative comments’ 
The academic peer review process is both a blessing and a curse. As a journal editor, I 
rely on colleagues’ willingness to review submissions, recognise promising articles and 
recommend improvements when required. Peer reviewing can be a generous act of 
sharing our wisdom and experience – typically without remuneration – with fellow 
scholars whom we may not even know. It involves more than simply stating whether or 
not a piece of work is good enough for publication; it also allows us to validate authors’ 
scholarly efforts and offer them constructive feedback, thus sustaining and enriching 
our own research field. If done well, it can foster collegiality, encouraging fellow 
academics and students to produce and publish their best work. 

What makes a good peer review? Some of the best I have received (as both an author 
and journal editor) have been honest yet kind in their feedback, laying out the 
manuscript’s strengths and weaknesses in generous detail. They have also been 
constructive in their criticism, offering suggestions for how to make the argument 
stronger: what additional sources could be useful and which elements of the 
discussion should be highlighted. More than anything, good peer reviews encourage 
the author to keep working on their article, to make it as good as it can be, and to see 
it as a piece of work with real academic value and merit. 

Yet being a peer reviewer rarely reaps any professional rewards, as institutions seldom 
recognise it as a measure of scholarly esteem, or as making a worthy contribution to 
the research environment. This is so ironic given the massive pressure put on 
academics to ensure that their own publications are properly peer reviewed. 

Moreover, peer review is a system that is open to abuse. The thrill of anonymity allows 
some reviewers to vent their frustrations and pet peeves on fellow academics’ work. I 
have received my own share of reviews that left a dent in my confidence as a writer 
and researcher. Most frustrating were those that focused less on the strengths of my 
argument or the quality of my writing than on whether or not the reviewer shared my 
ideological stance. One particularly crushing reviewer from a few years ago 
recommended my article be rejected because they disagreed with my support for 
LGBT equality. Thankfully, the journal editor ignored their recommendation and offered 
to publish my article. 

I have also spoken with more than one disenchanted graduate student whose 
experiences of receiving negative reviews left them questioning their abilities as 
researchers, and even their right to a place in the academy. A few months ago, a 
doctoral student told me about the reviews she had received from a highly esteemed 
journal in her field. One of the reviewers had suggested that her argument was 
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“preposterous” and lacking in any academic merit. “Why are academics so unkind to 
each other?” she asked me. I had no answer. But I have gotten into the habit of 
carefully checking reviews sent to me as a journal editor before I pass them on to the 
author, deleting unhelpfully negative comments or rephrasing them into more 
constructive feedback. I wish more journal editors would do the same. 

Peer reviewing in the humanities is typically double-blind, but a colleague recently 
suggested to me that while authors should remain anonymous, they should be allowed 
to know the identity of their reviewers. Would that make for better and more 
constructive peer reviews? If your reputation as a learned academic and a decent 
human being is on the line, might you be less tempted to offer a snarky or unhelpful 
response? Or might such a move make academics even less willing to perform this 
vital task, for fear that negative reviews could come back to bite them? 

Perhaps we could start by making open peer reviews an option for reviewers. That 
way, authors could properly acknowledge the assistance they get from their reviewers. 
And reviewers, in turn, might learn some important lessons about collegiality and 
kindness – virtues that are all too rare in academia but that we academics should value 
beyond rubies. 

Caroline Blyth is a senior lecturer in theological and religious studies at 
the University of Auckland. 

‘Think twice before seeking to insert a reference to your own paper’ 
Accepting the role of reviewer allows you to take part in the communal effort to ensure 
the validity of what is published, on topics you know and cherish. You help to maintain 
the standards of your favourite journals, where your own stuff is often published. You 
get to know about the latest findings before everybody else. And, as an early career 
researcher, you learn about how peer review works – which can be useful when you 
enter the game as a corresponding author. 

Personally, I also enjoy reviewing because it forces me to spend some time on a paper 
instead of just screening it quickly and running to the next meeting or lecture. This 
sometimes gives me inspiration for my own scientific programme. 

But there are also bad reasons to engage in peer review. These typically revolve 
around using the power it confers to gratify your ego and promote yourself. One 
example is to force the author to include gratuitous citations to your own papers. It is 
not that requests to cite your own papers are always wrong. On the one hand, you 
have been selected as a reviewer because the editor thinks you are an expert on the 
topic. You know the literature very well, and you probably have published on the topic 
(that’s often how editors find you!). So you must fight your impostor syndrome and 
trust your judgement on whether the submitted paper builds on and cites the 
appropriate existing literature. If you believe that it doesn’t, you must say so. 
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However, think twice before seeking to insert a reference to your own paper. Keep in 
mind that authors don’t have the obligation to cite every paper in the field, nor the 
latest paper. Keep two questions in mind, and only ask for an additional citation if the 
answer to one of them is a loud yes. 

Is the description of the state of the art in the introduction incomplete without this 
citation? 

Would the citation enrich the discussion by confirming or contradicting some of the 
interpretations? 

Above all, keep in mind that the mission you have accepted as a reviewer is to help 
ensure the quality of the scientific discussion. Nothing more (but nothing less!). While it 
may be upsetting to see a colleague ignore your work, it is also upsetting for 
colleagues to receive unjustified requests for extra citations, and good editors blacklist 
reviewers who do this. Better to ask yourself why the authors missed your paper. 
Perhaps you should publish in more relevant journals? Perhaps you should be more 
prominent at conferences or on social media? 

On a more cheerful note, I want to share a personal anecdote. I was once asked to 
review a paper for one of the “shiniest” journals there is. It was on the same topic as 
my PhD, from which I had graduated a year before, but the authors did not cite any of 
our contributions on the topic. Self-esteem apart, I truly thought this was a problem. 

After many hesitations, I decided to include a shy suggestion to cite one of our papers, 
camouflaged in the middle of my detailed, five-page report. One month later, I came 
across the four other anonymous reviewers’ reports. Three of them openly criticised 
the authors for having completely overlooked our body of work, and asked them to 
correct that. 

That day, I felt proud and happy about my work as never before. Peer recognition is 
sweeter when it is not forced. 

Damien Debecker is a professor in the Institute of Condensed Matter and 
Nanosciences at Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium. 

‘Determining the fate of a paper via the judgement of a small, select 
bunch of peers is well past its sell-by date’ 
Arrgghhh. A second reminder about that paper I agreed to review has just appeared in 
my inbox. Remind me of just why I agreed to do this? I’ve got a stack of undergrad lab 
reports to grade, a grant application to write, tutorials and “one-to-one” meetings to 
organise, undergrad and PhD projects to supervise, and the documentation for an 
equipment tender process to sort out within the next couple of days. And let’s not even 
mention that paper of our own that’s been gestating for over a year now and that 
stubbornly refuses to move off my “to do” list... 
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So why do I agree to review manuscripts when I have more than enough on my plate? 
After all, I’m not going to get paid for doing the review – despite the eye-wateringly 
high profit margins of many academic publishers. Nor will my efforts contribute to the 
research profile of my department or university. Even the undergraduates with whom I 
recently discussed and dissected peer reviewing (as part of my university’s “politics, 
perception and philosophy of physics” module) were rather taken aback to be told that 
it generally relies on unpaid, unrecognised volunteers. 

On average, I review about six manuscripts a year (although I turn down or pass on 
about double that number of requests). I feel duty bound to do so; the entire scientific 
process rests on peer review and I am acutely aware that my colleagues have very 
often invested considerable time and effort in reviewing papers that my group has 
submitted to journals. In the vast majority of cases, moreover, their efforts have 
resulted in improvements. Sometimes the improvements are dramatic, in one case 
transforming the manuscript beyond recognition. 

That said, peer reviewing also has deep flaws. Reviewing a paper well often takes a 
considerable amount of time; I’d estimate about six hours, on average. On occasion, 
however, it’s absolutely clear from even the most cursory glance at the data that the 
authors are “over-reaching”, and a review can be written and submitted in well under 
an hour. 

It is frustrating, however, to invest time and effort in reviewing only to find that some 
colleagues are asleep on the job; there have been a number of examples where 
blatant, “poke you in the eye” data manipulation has passed through the net in my field 
of nanoscience. The most egregious in recent years was the infamous “nano 
chopsticks” paper published in the prestigious American Chemical Society 
journal, Nano Letters , in 2013. ( Google it.) This was “cut-and-paste” science; 
outlandish fraud of a type that even a primary school child could identify, but it was 
picked up not by the reviewers or the editor but by a blog, and subsequent social 
media traffic. 

On balance, my view is that determining the fate of a paper via the judgement of a 
small, select bunch of peers – or, worse, a single, solitary reviewer – is a practice well 
past its sell-by date. Sites such as PubPeer open up the reviewing process to a much 
wider audience, “crowd-sourcing” the assessment of a paper. There is particular scope 
to combine post-publication peer review of this type with open access publishing, and 
it is clear that academic science publishing is evolving in this direction (to the 
consternation of many traditional publishers). 

One key issue remains with open peer review, however: anonymity. Of course, 
anonymity has a key role to play in protecting the source of criticism, who may well be 
an early career researcher whose future in academia (and beyond) may otherwise be 
badly affected by their critique of a world-leading group’s research. In the worst-case 
scenario, anonymity is essential to protect the identity of whistleblowers who highlight 
fraud. But, as I have previously argued in Times Higher Education(“Should post-
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publication peer review be anonymous?”, Features, 10 December 2015), it can be 
counter-productive in less extreme cases. The fact that the authors of traditional 
anonymous reviews are known to the editors may not always restrain those reviewers 
from being discourteous and making unreasonable and unethical demands, but there 
remains a universe of difference between moderated anonymous feedback and the 
free-for-all that unfolds in a contentious, or even not-so-contentious, PubPeer thread, 
where full anonymity is guaranteed. 

Whether I would make more or less time for reviewing in such a post-publication future 
is open to question, and I am sure that many others would be similarly queasy. Leaving 
reviewing to scientific trolls, however, would be worse than the current state of affairs. 
Peer reviewing is a dirty job. But if someone has to do it, better that the burden be 
shared by those who would rather the mud wrestling be kept to a minimum. 

So, either way, those undergrad lab reports are just going to have to wait. 

Philip Moriarty is professor of physics at the University of Nottingham. 

‘If there is no evidence of revenue being used to support academic 
activities, I am more likely to refuse to give my labour freely’ 
Peer reviewing for journals is one of a number of collegial activities for which 
academics are not recompensed, but which we do as an aspect of maintaining the 
academic ecosystem. 

However, increasing concerns are being raised about how that sits in a world of ever-
escalating subscription costs for journals – stakes in many of which have been sold to 
a handful of highly profitable transnational corporations by the individuals, departments 
and professional associations that were previously their sole owners. 

For the most part, those academic collectives plough their share of the revenue back 
into the academic ecosystem. For example, the Sociological Review Foundation, for 
which I am a trustee, uses it to fund activities for early career scholars, including a 
postdoctoral fellowship, as well as investing in the sociological community more 
broadly. Other journals, however, direct a significant share of their income into the 
pockets of their owner-editors. 

When asked to peer review, I try to find out which of these categories the journal falls 
into. The opacity of such arrangements makes it increasingly difficult to ascertain, but it 
is usually possible to discover if the journal is owned by a collective of some sort. If the 
journal appears to be part-owned by an individual and there is no evidence of the 
revenue being used to support broader academic activities, I am more likely to refuse 
any requests to give my labour freely. 

Another way in which the collegiality of peer review is being undermined is by the 
intensification of publication requirements by university management combined with a 
failure to recognise the need for reciprocity in this process. It is significant that few 
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universities provide workload points for peer review activities at the same time as 
encouraging academics to publish in peer reviewed journals with high impact factors. 

A simple calculation can be made. If a senior academic publishes two articles per year, 
then at a minimum, each will be considered by one editor and two or three peer 
reviewers. That represents at least six peer review “donations”. On the assumption that 
the academics will also receive some rejections, and some recommendations to revise 
and resubmit, we might conclude that each senior academic involved in this system 
should be reviewing about 10 articles per year, in order to “pay back” those donations. 
That rationale is only reinforced by the consideration that not all submitting authors are 
in a position to act as peer reviewers – yet it is not clear how many senior academics 
currently fulfil such expectations. 

Now the publishing system faces the prospect of Plan S, which would mandate that all 
research funded by a range of global funding bodies, including UK Research and 
Innovation, the Wellcome Trust and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, must be 
made immediately available open access. This would likely only be financially possible 
through the introduction of author payment charges for publication. If, as expected, 
that shift still results in lower revenues for journal publishers, one question is where that 
leaves the professional associations that derive close to 75 per cent of their income 
from journal revenues. 

Moreover, in the context of mandated open access and author payment charges, 
journals will seek to maximise their revenue through maximising the number of articles 
they publish. Rigorous peer review will potentially be an obstacle to that, and it is not 
clear what its place will be. 

Gurminder K. Bhambra is professor of postcolonial and decolonial studies at 
the University of Sussex. 

‘Whether journals in a world of preprints will continue to carry out pre-
publication review is open to question’ 
As scientists, many of us have a love/hate relationship with peer review. Most of us 
believe it is necessary to maximise the integrity of the scientific literature, yet we chafe 
when our own manuscripts are criticised. And we complain when reviewers take too 
long to review our manuscripts even as we procrastinate about completing that review 
request sitting in our own inboxes. 

There are good reasons to say yes to those requests, such as building a reputation 
with editors of a journal in which you might want to publish and to preview cool new 
science. However, the increasing volume of manuscripts coupled with ever greater 
pressure on scientists’ time means that it is necessary to turn most of them down if 
you want to get any of your own work done. Finding the right balance isn’t easy. 

For their part, journals continue to struggle to secure appropriate reviewers (especially 
during the dreaded summer and holiday periods of high submission and low 
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availability) even as initiatives such as Publons have been established in the hope of 
giving more recognition for a task that is usually performed anonymously. 

Further challenges to peer review are presented by the accelerating use of preprint 
servers in biomedical sciences, replicating the well-established practice in physics. 
Preprints are posted on bioRxiv after minimal oversight by “affiliates” (of which I’m one 
of many), who check only that they are scientific. 

Journals’ lucrative existing role as science’s middlemen will not be readily surrendered, 
and it is plausible that the top journals at least will be able to continue leveraging their 
brands to select and curate the best preprints, conferring on them a badge of quality 
that, notwithstanding pressure to stop judging scientists on the basis of where they 
have published, is likely to remain of importance to recruitment and promotion 
committees for years to come. 

But whether journals in such a world will continue to carry out pre-publication peer 
review is open to question, not least because while fewer journals would mean less 
demand for reviewers, there will be less incentive for reviewers to take part. After all, if 
a manuscript can be accessed online immediately after submission, reviewers will no 
longer enjoy the opportunity to get a sneak preview of the latest research. Payment of 
reviewers could compensate but it would bring with it other issues, such as conflicts of 
interest. 

Journals may decide, instead, to rely on post-publication peer review by archive users. 
Most preprint servers allow for comments (and subsequent corrections of the preprint) 
to be added. There may well be further developments in this regard, including inclusion 
of new data in a review as a means to extend, clarify or rebut findings, and it is 
possible to imagine a journal approaching an author of a preprint to offer to publish it 
conditional on such points being addressed. 

One issue would be reviewer identification. The fact that post-publication reviewers are 
typically identified may attract some reviewers in search of greater exposure. But it 
probably puts off far more. Given the option, most reviewers choose not to make their 
identity known for several reasons, including potential backlash from disgruntled 
authors and fellow reviewers – even though most recognise that science would benefit 
if this largely hidden but substantive and valuable literature were exposed to daylight. 
Early career academics in particular are probably wise to be wary in this regard. 

This problem could be solved by providing anonymity to online reviews. However, it is 
unclear how much time busy scientists would be prepared to put into post-publication 
review when the benefits of previewing or building a relationship with a particular 
journal are no longer in place. While it seems unlikely that many people would be 
motivated to submit the kind of comprehensive review typically submitted during 
today’s pre-publication process, the hope might perhaps be that enough people would 
be willing to comment briefly, on aspects of the paper that particularly strike them – so 
that the whole approximates to something substantive. Previous experiments with 
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post-publication peer review are not encouraging, but were competing with 
established pre-publication review. 

While the demise of expert pre-publication review by peers might be greatly lamented 
by the dreaded reviewer #3, the damage it would inflict on true scientific progress is 
open to question. 

Indeed, perhaps it is time to ask whether peer review itself warrants reviewer #3’s 
unique brand of attention. 

Jim Woodgett is director of research and a senior investigator at the Lunenfeld-
Tanenbaum Research Institute, Toronto. 

Peer review: how to be a good referee 
Peer review is lauded in principle as the guarantor of quality in academic publishing 
and grant distribution. But its practice is often loathed by those on the receiving end. 
Here, seven academics offer their tips on good refereeing, and reflect on how it may 
change in the years to come 
Source: Getty/iStock montage 
Every academic wants their papers and grant applications to be reviewed fairly, 
competently, promptly and courteously. So why is it that, when asked to take their own 
turn to review, so many academics turn into the infamous reviewer #2 (or, in the 
sciences, reviewer #3): the tardy, abusive and self-serving misanthrope hiding behind 
the cloak of anonymity to put a rival down regardless of merit? 

Here, scholars from a range of disciplines and countries set down their thoughts on the 
dos and don’ts of peer reviewing. Issues addressed include how many reviewing 
requests to accept, when to recuse yourself, and whether it is ever appropriate to 
reveal yourself to the author, or to request citations to your own papers. 

READ MORE 
But whatever the failings of individuals, several contributors believe that, above all, it is 
the system itself that needs to up its game, with the profit motive, the restriction of 
reviewing to before publication and the lack of institutional rewards for undertaking it 
all coming in for scrutiny. Peer review may be the gold standard, but it clearly needs 
some attention if its currency is not to be devalued. 

‘Be a true “peer”, who is helpful but firm’ 
We all know the usual reasoning: we peer review to be good citizens, to support 
dialogue in our fields, and so on. We want high-quality peer reviews ourselves, so we 
need to provide them for others. But in the rapidly changing climate surrounding 
research publication, new questions are arising: why provide this free labour, 
particularly for commercially run entities? Given that reviewing typically doesn’t “count” 
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for anything within our institutions, should we cut back on our commitments? And 
which requests should we accept? 

As the editor-in-chief for a major journal in my field, I depend utterly on excellent 
referees. From this point of view, what makes a good referee is very clear: timely 
response to the original invitation, continued contact as the reviewing progresses 
(especially if any problems arise) and a detailed report that provides truly constructive 
criticism. The last is perhaps the trickiest point. 

Constructive criticism aims to make the proposed paper stronger and more 
compelling, not to try to get the authors to write a different paper altogether. 
Proofreading is not the point of refereeing: this should be left to authors, editors and 
production staff. But it is essential to assess whether the manuscript is participating in 
ongoing conversations in the field: an extremely high-quality article that is read by no 
one is not a benefit to anyone, including the authors. 

Papers should also be reviewed to make certain that they are adequately and 
accurately citing previous relevant literature, particularly by underrepresented groups, 
such as women; empirical evidence shows that their publications tend to be neglected. 
In many senses, there is nothing truly original left to be written. The best papers 
position their claims and arguments against the existing literature and enter a dialogue 
with it. This should be a central consideration for referees, who should point the 
authors specifically towards the literature – by, for instance, providing examples of 
relevant citations. 

Reviewing well entails not accepting too many requests. Academics use different 
strategies, such as only doing a certain number per year, or only accepting a new 
request after they have completed the last. It is also essential to be in the right frame of 
mind when you sit down to review; if done at the last minute, at the end of a long day, 
what you produce is likely to be unhelpful. 

How you present your review is vital: a report that is extremely blunt or aggressive to 
the point of rudeness will probably not be deemed usable by many editors, so 
producing such a report wastes your time and theirs. Avoid being (the perhaps 
apocryphal) reviewer #2 and instead be a true “peer”, who is helpful but firm. Consider 
how you would feel if you were to receive the report that you have written and strive to 
be accurate without being downright mean. Provide the authors with a way forward 
without doing the work for them: this might mean trying a different journal, 
reconceptualising the paper’s framing, or simply making some minor clarifications. 

Part of your job as a referee is to give evidence-based advice to the editor about how 
to proceed, as in most cases referees’ reports are advisory. Do consider whether your 
judgement in this regard may be compromised by a conflict of interest, and if in doubt, 
consult the editor before proceeding. While reviewing papers by authors well known to 
you is generally frowned upon, it may be important to do so in smaller subfields if you 
are one of the few people with the relevant expertise and you believe that you can 
remain impartial. 
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Indeed, academics should focus their reviewing efforts on papers in their own 
subfields, where their expertise is strongest and where they benefit most from the 
window it gives on to emerging issues. Try not to accept review requests that are 
lateral to your expertise unless there are clearly extenuating circumstances. 

Reviewing also allows you to see models of best practice – and of poor practice – 
which can improve your own publication habits. To be forced to critique someone 
else’s work enables you to become more reflective about your own research, 
particularly in terms of framing, argumentation and evidence. 

Reviewing should be regarded not as a chance to lecture others but as an opportunity 
to learn, and to use your expertise to contribute to the growth of your field. Viewed in 
this way, it also is a much more pleasant and productive experience for everyone 
involved. 

Rachel A. Ankeny is professor of history at the University of Adelaide, where she 
is also associate dean of research and deputy executive dean in the Faculty of 
Arts. 

‘Be constructive but unvaryingly succinct’ 
Before writing this piece, I consulted widely with colleagues about why they undertake 
peer review. The answers were pretty much as I expected. Senior colleagues feel that it 
is an essential requirement of being a scientist to engage in the process – “a moral 
obligation”, as one put it. Many spend a significant amount of time at the weekend or 
in the evenings reviewing, since it is “a duty above and beyond the day job”. 

They are certainly aware of the flaws of peer review – unconscious bias, conflicts of 
interest, personal loathing, lack of specialist knowledge, ignorance, not being fully up 
to date on the topic, and so on. Despite all this, my colleagues still see peer review as 
the “gold standard of science”. One – and he is by no means the first to do so – 
paraphrased Churchill’s thoughts on democracy: “Peer review is the worst form of 
assessment except for all those other forms that have been tried from time to time.” 

Interestingly, my junior colleagues are more pragmatic. I quote directly from one 
succinct colleague: “I review because it is the only way to prevent crap from being 
published that I would then have to wade through before I [can] get my own work 
published.” Early career scientists are also much more selective in what they will 
review, choosing manuscripts from the top journals and only in fields of direct 
relevance, with the primary aim of “finding out what is going on”. Another difference 
between senior and junior colleagues is that the latter are much more likely to take 
rejection personally, and to get upset. Whether this is because age results in the 
accumulation of wisdom, the denudation of the emotions or the acquisition of 
alternative forms of gratification remains unclear to me. 

Henry Oldenburg, the founding editor of The Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society of London, is credited with inventing pre-publication peer review in 1665. By 
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the 1830s, all Royal Society publications were subject to some form of external peer 
review. However, it was not until the mid-20th century that refereeing became the norm 
for most journals; indeed, Nature instituted formal peer review only in 1967; previously, 
editors had relied on their own expertise, supplemented with internal discussion. 

But editors retain immense power. They decide whether a manuscript should be sent 
for peer review, to whom the manuscript will be sent, and whether the reviewers’ 
advice is acted upon or ignored. A senior colleague makes the point that “the key thing 
about getting a paper published these days is to make the abstract sufficiently idiot 
proof to get the [section] editor to send it out for peer review”. And while my colleagues 
express frustration with referees, there is a grudging trust that, on balance, they do a 
good job. By contrast, there is little faith in editors’ ability to act as qualified 
“gatekeepers” of published science. 

In my own case, I am sometimes frustrated by the manuscripts I am asked to review. 
Lack of novelty, unclear language, unspecified methodological details, weak 
experimental design, muddled statistics and obscure data presentation can all elicit 
this response. If the manuscript’s conclusions are faith-based and not data-based, I 
also get very disappointed, resenting that my evening’s work has not taught me 
something new. And I get especially irritated when important data are deliberately 
buried in the supplementary data section, or when there are obvious technical 
mistakes. I once reviewed a mouse paper that reported levels of a hormone that a 
mouse is genetically incapable of making – that experience required a very large, 
calming whisky. 

My responses in such cases are, hopefully, always constructive but are unvaryingly 
succinct – perhaps even blunt. And I don’t really discriminate between “top” and 
“mainstream” journals. Good science is good science. 

But on the rare occasions when the work is truly novel and brilliantly designed, I am 
transported to a new plane of happiness, and I gush shamefully in my written 
response, even if a few more experiments or tweaks are required. I might even admit 
coyly, in conversation with the author, that I was a referee! 

Shortly after my election to one of the UK’s national academies, I joined its election 
committee. I witnessed for the first time the multiple layers of peer review that 
eventually lead to the appointment of a new fellow. In view of the intense competition, 
scrutiny and detailed discussion, I remarked to another committee member that I 
wondered how the bloody hell I had ever been elected. The individual turned his head, 
and with a complete absence of humour, answered: “Well, in my case, I wondered why 
it had taken so long”. 

On balance, peer review is an invaluable force for good, but it clearly does not select 
for humility! 

Russell Foster is chair of circadian neuroscience at theUniversity of Oxford. 
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‘I wish more editors would delete unhelpfully negative comments’ 
The academic peer review process is both a blessing and a curse. As a journal editor, I 
rely on colleagues’ willingness to review submissions, recognise promising articles and 
recommend improvements when required. Peer reviewing can be a generous act of 
sharing our wisdom and experience – typically without remuneration – with fellow 
scholars whom we may not even know. It involves more than simply stating whether or 
not a piece of work is good enough for publication; it also allows us to validate authors’ 
scholarly efforts and offer them constructive feedback, thus sustaining and enriching 
our own research field. If done well, it can foster collegiality, encouraging fellow 
academics and students to produce and publish their best work. 

What makes a good peer review? Some of the best I have received (as both an author 
and journal editor) have been honest yet kind in their feedback, laying out the 
manuscript’s strengths and weaknesses in generous detail. They have also been 
constructive in their criticism, offering suggestions for how to make the argument 
stronger: what additional sources could be useful and which elements of the 
discussion should be highlighted. More than anything, good peer reviews encourage 
the author to keep working on their article, to make it as good as it can be, and to see 
it as a piece of work with real academic value and merit. 

Yet being a peer reviewer rarely reaps any professional rewards, as institutions seldom 
recognise it as a measure of scholarly esteem, or as making a worthy contribution to 
the research environment. This is so ironic given the massive pressure put on 
academics to ensure that their own publications are properly peer reviewed. 

Moreover, peer review is a system that is open to abuse. The thrill of anonymity allows 
some reviewers to vent their frustrations and pet peeves on fellow academics’ work. I 
have received my own share of reviews that left a dent in my confidence as a writer 
and researcher. Most frustrating were those that focused less on the strengths of my 
argument or the quality of my writing than on whether or not the reviewer shared my 
ideological stance. One particularly crushing reviewer from a few years ago 
recommended my article be rejected because they disagreed with my support for 
LGBT equality. Thankfully, the journal editor ignored their recommendation and offered 
to publish my article. 

I have also spoken with more than one disenchanted graduate student whose 
experiences of receiving negative reviews left them questioning their abilities as 
researchers, and even their right to a place in the academy. A few months ago, a 
doctoral student told me about the reviews she had received from a highly esteemed 
journal in her field. One of the reviewers had suggested that her argument was 
“preposterous” and lacking in any academic merit. “Why are academics so unkind to 
each other?” she asked me. I had no answer. But I have gotten into the habit of 
carefully checking reviews sent to me as a journal editor before I pass them on to the 
author, deleting unhelpfully negative comments or rephrasing them into more 
constructive feedback. I wish more journal editors would do the same. 
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Peer reviewing in the humanities is typically double-blind, but a colleague recently 
suggested to me that while authors should remain anonymous, they should be allowed 
to know the identity of their reviewers. Would that make for better and more 
constructive peer reviews? If your reputation as a learned academic and a decent 
human being is on the line, might you be less tempted to offer a snarky or unhelpful 
response? Or might such a move make academics even less willing to perform this 
vital task, for fear that negative reviews could come back to bite them? 

Perhaps we could start by making open peer reviews an option for reviewers. That 
way, authors could properly acknowledge the assistance they get from their reviewers. 
And reviewers, in turn, might learn some important lessons about collegiality and 
kindness – virtues that are all too rare in academia but that we academics should value 
beyond rubies. 

Caroline Blyth is a senior lecturer in theological and religious studies at 
the University of Auckland.  

‘Think twice before seeking to insert a reference to your own paper’ 

Accepting the role of reviewer allows you to take part in the communal effort to ensure 
the validity of what is published, on topics you know and cherish. You help to maintain 
the standards of your favourite journals, where your own stuff is often published. You 
get to know about the latest findings before everybody else. And, as an early career 
researcher, you learn about how peer review works – which can be useful when you 
enter the game as a corresponding author. 

Personally, I also enjoy reviewing because it forces me to spend some time on a paper 
instead of just screening it quickly and running to the next meeting or lecture. This 
sometimes gives me inspiration for my own scientific programme. 

But there are also bad reasons to engage in peer review. These typically revolve 
around using the power it confers to gratify your ego and promote yourself. One 
example is to force the author to include gratuitous citations to your own papers. It is 
not that requests to cite your own papers are always wrong. On the one hand, you 
have been selected as a reviewer because the editor thinks you are an expert on the 
topic. You know the literature very well, and you probably have published on the topic 
(that’s often how editors find you!). So you must fight your impostor syndrome and 
trust your judgement on whether the submitted paper builds on and cites the 
appropriate existing literature. If you believe that it doesn’t, you must say so. 

However, think twice before seeking to insert a reference to your own paper. Keep in 
mind that authors don’t have the obligation to cite every paper in the field, nor the 
latest paper. Keep two questions in mind, and only ask for an additional citation if the 
answer to one of them is a loud yes. 

Is the description of the state of the art in the introduction incomplete without this 
citation? 
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Would the citation enrich the discussion by confirming or contradicting some of the 
interpretations? 

Above all, keep in mind that the mission you have accepted as a reviewer is to help 
ensure the quality of the scientific discussion. Nothing more (but nothing less!). While it 
may be upsetting to see a colleague ignore your work, it is also upsetting for 
colleagues to receive unjustified requests for extra citations, and good editors blacklist 
reviewers who do this. Better to ask yourself why the authors missed your paper. 
Perhaps you should publish in more relevant journals? Perhaps you should be more 
prominent at conferences or on social media? 

On a more cheerful note, I want to share a personal anecdote. I was once asked to 
review a paper for one of the “shiniest” journals there is. It was on the same topic as 
my PhD, from which I had graduated a year before, but the authors did not cite any of 
our contributions on the topic. Self-esteem apart, I truly thought this was a problem. 

After many hesitations, I decided to include a shy suggestion to cite one of our papers, 
camouflaged in the middle of my detailed, five-page report. One month later, I came 
across the four other anonymous reviewers’ reports. Three of them openly criticised 
the authors for having completely overlooked our body of work, and asked them to 
correct that. 

That day, I felt proud and happy about my work as never before. Peer recognition is 
sweeter when it is not forced. 

Damien Debecker is a professor in the Institute of Condensed Matter and 
Nanosciences at Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium. 

 

‘Determining the fate of a paper via the judgement of a small, select 
bunch of peers is well past its sell-by date’ 
Arrgghhh. A second reminder about that paper I agreed to review has just appeared in 
my inbox. Remind me of just why I agreed to do this? I’ve got a stack of undergrad lab 
reports to grade, a grant application to write, tutorials and “one-to-one” meetings to 
organise, undergrad and PhD projects to supervise, and the documentation for an 
equipment tender process to sort out within the next couple of days. And let’s not even 
mention that paper of our own that’s been gestating for over a year now and that 
stubbornly refuses to move off my “to do” list... 

So why do I agree to review manuscripts when I have more than enough on my plate? 
After all, I’m not going to get paid for doing the review – despite the eye-wateringly 
high profit margins of many academic publishers. Nor will my efforts contribute to the 
research profile of my department or university. Even the undergraduates with whom I 
recently discussed and dissected peer reviewing (as part of my university’s “politics, 
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perception and philosophy of physics” module) were rather taken aback to be told that 
it generally relies on unpaid, unrecognised volunteers. 

On average, I review about six manuscripts a year (although I turn down or pass on 
about double that number of requests). I feel duty bound to do so; the entire scientific 
process rests on peer review and I am acutely aware that my colleagues have very 
often invested considerable time and effort in reviewing papers that my group has 
submitted to journals. In the vast majority of cases, moreover, their efforts have 
resulted in improvements. Sometimes the improvements are dramatic, in one case 
transforming the manuscript beyond recognition. 

That said, peer reviewing also has deep flaws. Reviewing a paper well often takes a 
considerable amount of time; I’d estimate about six hours, on average. On occasion, 
however, it’s absolutely clear from even the most cursory glance at the data that the 
authors are “over-reaching”, and a review can be written and submitted in well under 
an hour. 

It is frustrating, however, to invest time and effort in reviewing only to find that some 
colleagues are asleep on the job; there have been a number of examples where 
blatant, “poke you in the eye” data manipulation has passed through the net in my field 
of nanoscience. The most egregious in recent years was the infamous “nano 
chopsticks” paper published in the prestigious American Chemical Society 
journal, Nano Letters , in 2013. ( Google it.) This was “cut-and-paste” science; 
outlandish fraud of a type that even a primary school child could identify, but it was 
picked up not by the reviewers or the editor but by a blog, and subsequent social 
media traffic. 

On balance, my view is that determining the fate of a paper via the judgement of a 
small, select bunch of peers – or, worse, a single, solitary reviewer – is a practice well 
past its sell-by date. Sites such as PubPeer open up the reviewing process to a much 
wider audience, “crowd-sourcing” the assessment of a paper. There is particular scope 
to combine post-publication peer review of this type with open access publishing, and 
it is clear that academic science publishing is evolving in this direction (to the 
consternation of many traditional publishers). 

One key issue remains with open peer review, however: anonymity. Of course, 
anonymity has a key role to play in protecting the source of criticism, who may well be 
an early career researcher whose future in academia (and beyond) may otherwise be 
badly affected by their critique of a world-leading group’s research. In the worst-case 
scenario, anonymity is essential to protect the identity of whistleblowers who highlight 
fraud. But, as I have previously argued in Times Higher Education(“Should post-
publication peer review be anonymous?”, Features, 10 December 2015), it can be 
counter-productive in less extreme cases. The fact that the authors of traditional 
anonymous reviews are known to the editors may not always restrain those reviewers 
from being discourteous and making unreasonable and unethical demands, but there 
remains a universe of difference between moderated anonymous feedback and the 
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free-for-all that unfolds in a contentious, or even not-so-contentious, PubPeer thread, 
where full anonymity is guaranteed. 

Whether I would make more or less time for reviewing in such a post-publication future 
is open to question, and I am sure that many others would be similarly queasy. Leaving 
reviewing to scientific trolls, however, would be worse than the current state of affairs. 
Peer reviewing is a dirty job. But if someone has to do it, better that the burden be 
shared by those who would rather the mud wrestling be kept to a minimum. 

So, either way, those undergrad lab reports are just going to have to wait. 

Philip Moriarty is professor of physics at the University of Nottingham. 

‘If there is no evidence of revenue being used to support academic 
activities, I am more likely to refuse to give my labour freely’ 
Peer reviewing for journals is one of a number of collegial activities for which 
academics are not recompensed, but which we do as an aspect of maintaining the 
academic ecosystem. 

However, increasing concerns are being raised about how that sits in a world of ever-
escalating subscription costs for journals – stakes in many of which have been sold to 
a handful of highly profitable transnational corporations by the individuals, departments 
and professional associations that were previously their sole owners. 

For the most part, those academic collectives plough their share of the revenue back 
into the academic ecosystem. For example, the Sociological Review Foundation, for 
which I am a trustee, uses it to fund activities for early career scholars, including a 
postdoctoral fellowship, as well as investing in the sociological community more 
broadly. Other journals, however, direct a significant share of their income into the 
pockets of their owner-editors. 

When asked to peer review, I try to find out which of these categories the journal falls 
into. The opacity of such arrangements makes it increasingly difficult to ascertain, but it 
is usually possible to discover if the journal is owned by a collective of some sort. If the 
journal appears to be part-owned by an individual and there is no evidence of the 
revenue being used to support broader academic activities, I am more likely to refuse 
any requests to give my labour freely. 

Another way in which the collegiality of peer review is being undermined is by the 
intensification of publication requirements by university management combined with a 
failure to recognise the need for reciprocity in this process. It is significant that few 
universities provide workload points for peer review activities at the same time as 
encouraging academics to publish in peer reviewed journals with high impact factors. 

A simple calculation can be made. If a senior academic publishes two articles per year, 
then at a minimum, each will be considered by one editor and two or three peer 
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reviewers. That represents at least six peer review “donations”. On the assumption that 
the academics will also receive some rejections, and some recommendations to revise 
and resubmit, we might conclude that each senior academic involved in this system 
should be reviewing about 10 articles per year, in order to “pay back” those donations. 
That rationale is only reinforced by the consideration that not all submitting authors are 
in a position to act as peer reviewers – yet it is not clear how many senior academics 
currently fulfil such expectations. 

Now the publishing system faces the prospect of Plan S, which would mandate that all 
research funded by a range of global funding bodies, including UK Research and 
Innovation, the Wellcome Trust and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, must be 
made immediately available open access. This would likely only be financially possible 
through the introduction of author payment charges for publication. If, as expected, 
that shift still results in lower revenues for journal publishers, one question is where that 
leaves the professional associations that derive close to 75 per cent of their income 
from journal revenues. 

Moreover, in the context of mandated open access and author payment charges, 
journals will seek to maximise their revenue through maximising the number of articles 
they publish. Rigorous peer review will potentially be an obstacle to that, and it is not 
clear what its place will be. 

Gurminder K. Bhambra is professor of postcolonial and decolonial studies at 
the University of Sussex. 

‘Whether journals in a world of preprints will continue to carry out pre-
publication review is open to question’ 
As scientists, many of us have a love/hate relationship with peer review. Most of us 
believe it is necessary to maximise the integrity of the scientific literature, yet we chafe 
when our own manuscripts are criticised. And we complain when reviewers take too 
long to review our manuscripts even as we procrastinate about completing that review 
request sitting in our own inboxes. 

There are good reasons to say yes to those requests, such as building a reputation 
with editors of a journal in which you might want to publish and to preview cool new 
science. However, the increasing volume of manuscripts coupled with ever greater 
pressure on scientists’ time means that it is necessary to turn most of them down if 
you want to get any of your own work done. Finding the right balance isn’t easy. 

For their part, journals continue to struggle to secure appropriate reviewers (especially 
during the dreaded summer and holiday periods of high submission and low 
availability) even as initiatives such as Publons have been established in the hope of 
giving more recognition for a task that is usually performed anonymously. 

Further challenges to peer review are presented by the accelerating use of preprint 
servers in biomedical sciences, replicating the well-established practice in physics. 
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Preprints are posted on bioRxiv after minimal oversight by “affiliates” (of which I’m one 
of many), who check only that they are scientific. 

Journals’ lucrative existing role as science’s middlemen will not be readily surrendered, 
and it is plausible that the top journals at least will be able to continue leveraging their 
brands to select and curate the best preprints, conferring on them a badge of quality 
that, notwithstanding pressure to stop judging scientists on the basis of where they 
have published, is likely to remain of importance to recruitment and promotion 
committees for years to come. 

But whether journals in such a world will continue to carry out pre-publication peer 
review is open to question, not least because while fewer journals would mean less 
demand for reviewers, there will be less incentive for reviewers to take part. After all, if 
a manuscript can be accessed online immediately after submission, reviewers will no 
longer enjoy the opportunity to get a sneak preview of the latest research. Payment of 
reviewers could compensate but it would bring with it other issues, such as conflicts of 
interest. 

Journals may decide, instead, to rely on post-publication peer review by archive users. 
Most preprint servers allow for comments (and subsequent corrections of the preprint) 
to be added. There may well be further developments in this regard, including inclusion 
of new data in a review as a means to extend, clarify or rebut findings, and it is 
possible to imagine a journal approaching an author of a preprint to offer to publish it 
conditional on such points being addressed. 

One issue would be reviewer identification. The fact that post-publication reviewers are 
typically identified may attract some reviewers in search of greater exposure. But it 
probably puts off far more. Given the option, most reviewers choose not to make their 
identity known for several reasons, including potential backlash from disgruntled 
authors and fellow reviewers – even though most recognise that science would benefit 
if this largely hidden but substantive and valuable literature were exposed to daylight. 
Early career academics in particular are probably wise to be wary in this regard. 

This problem could be solved by providing anonymity to online reviews. However, it is 
unclear how much time busy scientists would be prepared to put into post-publication 
review when the benefits of previewing or building a relationship with a particular 
journal are no longer in place. While it seems unlikely that many people would be 
motivated to submit the kind of comprehensive review typically submitted during 
today’s pre-publication process, the hope might perhaps be that enough people would 
be willing to comment briefly, on aspects of the paper that particularly strike them – so 
that the whole approximates to something substantive. Previous experiments with 
post-publication peer review are not encouraging, but were competing with 
established pre-publication review. 

While the demise of expert pre-publication review by peers might be greatly lamented 
by the dreaded reviewer #3, the damage it would inflict on true scientific progress is 
open to question. 
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Indeed, perhaps it is time to ask whether peer review itself warrants reviewer #3’s 
unique brand of attention. 

Jim Woodgett is director of research and a senior investigator at the Lunenfeld-
Tanenbaum Research Institute, Toronto. 
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• Advocacy versus activism, bias, and scientific integrity 

 
Everyone has a point of view and we advocate for it. Advocacy is not only inevitable, we as 
scientists have a duty to advocate for good science and its use in decision-making. So be ready 
to combat the frequent misguided accusation that we are being advocates. Good scientists are 
aware of their points of view and balance them out with opposing viewpoints. This is often very 
difficult so your co-authors (and grad committee) can help you to achieve this level of scientific 
objectivity. Activism is different and riskier. Activism is advocacy in which you take action. 
Action is risky because you might find yourself tempted to lobby, compromise your science, or 
do other actions that violate statute or scientific integrity. But activism done properly is OK too. 
Scientific integrity is widely seen as being transparent, objective, and reproducible. These terms 
are loaded with meaning and permeate several steps it he scientific method and the process of 
doing science from start to finish. 
 
Scientific integrity, bias 
 
Lots written on this of course. Even Adrian and others in CCL have worked on and published 
papers on this so there is a LOT OF MATERIAL but it’s not yet organized for grads. Help much 
appreciated. 
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• Towards best practices and a must-read list  

 
When you propose a hypothesis try to propose a competing one that is opposing (mutually exclusive). 

It liberates one from becoming wed to a hypothesis and it also sharpens the incisiveness of the 
methods one will use to test the hypotheses. Please read  

 
J. R. Platt, Strong inference. Science 146, 347–353 (1964). 
J. P. Iomandis, Why Most Published Research Findings Are False. PLOS Medicine 2, e124 (2005). 
W. J. Sutherland, A. S. Pullin, P. M. Dolman, T. M. Knight, The need for evidence-based conservation. 

Trends Ecol. Evol. 19,  (2004). 
F. Biondi, Paleoecology grand challenge. Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution doi: 

10.3389/fevo.2014.00050,  (2014). 
D. Oro, Grand challenges in population dynamics. Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 1 doi: 

10.3389/fevo.2013.00002, 2 (2013). 
N. Salafsky, R. Margoluis, What conservation can learn from other fields about monitoring and 

evaluation. Bioscience 53, 120-121 (2003). 
N. Salafsky et al., A standard lexicon for biodiversity conservation: Unified classifications of threats and 

actions. Conserv. Biol. 22, 897-911 (2008). 
 
 
And Carnivore Coexistence Lab work until replaced by better (note for CCLers: not seeing your paper 

here does not mean it was bad, just that it does not rise to the level of must-read for new 
CCLers, keep working!) 

A. Treves, M. Krofel, J. McManus, Predator control should not be a shot in the dark. Front. Ecol. 
Environ. 14, 380–388 (2016). 
A. Treves, R. B. Wallace, S. White, Participatory planning of interventions to mitigate human-
wildlife conflicts Conserv. Biol. 23, 1577-1587 (2009). 
A. Treves, Hunting to conserve large carnivores. J. Appl. Ecol. 46, 1350-1356 (2009). 
A. Treves, K. A. Martin, A. P. Wydeven, J. E. Wiedenhoeft, Forecasting environmental hazards 
and the application of risk maps to predator attacks on livestock. Bioscience 61, 451-458 (2011). 
A. Treves, J. T. Bruskotter, Tolerance for predatory wildlife. Science 344, 476-477 (2014). 
A. Treves et al., Predators and the public trust. Biological Reviews 92, 248-270 (2017). 
A. Treves, K. A. Artelle, C. T. Darimont, D. R. Parsons, Mismeasured mortality: correcting 
estimates of wolf poaching in the United States. J. Mammal. 98, 1256–1264 (2017). 
A. Treves et al., Intergenerational equity can help to prevent climate change and extinction. 
Nature Ecology & Evolution DOI: 10.1038/s41559-018-0465-y,  (2018). 
K. A. Artelle et al., Hallmarks of science missing from North American wildlife management. 
Science Advances (2018 ). 
G. Chapron, A. Treves, Blood does not buy goodwill: allowing culling increases poaching of a 
large carnivore. Proceedings of the Royal Society B 283, 20152939 (2016). 
G. Chapron, A. Treves, Reply to comments by Olson et al. 2017 and Stien 2017. Proceedings of 
the Royal Society B 20171743,  (2017). 
C. T. Darimont, P. Paquet, A. Treves, K. A. Artelle, G. Chapron, Political populations of large 
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carnivores. Conserv. Biol. in press, 10.1111/cobi.13065 (2018). 
J. V. López-Bao, G. Chapron, A. Treves, The Achilles heel of participatory conservation. Biol. 
Conserv. 212, 139–143 (2017). 
F. J. Santiago-Avila, A. M. Cornman, A. Treves, Killing wolves to prevent predation on livestock 
may protect one farm but harm neighbors. PLOS One 10.1371/journal.pone.0189729,  (2018). 
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• Criticizing scholars, managers, or policy-makers when they are identifiable as 
individuals: 

 
When we pursue the social commentary and critique, you will want to follow three moral 
codes: 

• Golden rule 
• Innocent before proven guilty 
• And everyone can make mistakes or one strike and you're not out or whatever. 

We should be humble and expect to be wrong ourselves. Indeed I am now criticizing many 
things I once did wrongly, e.g., participatory conservation decision-making to name just one. 
About the professional and career angles of this topic: 
  I wish I had gotten this advice and been more careful about criticizing scholars in my 
early years.  I thought I was just criticizing ideas but it turns out not surprisingly that scholars 
cherish their ideas and respond vainly and foolishly when those ideas are questioned-- let alone 
demolished. It certainly affected my career advancement. Right or wrong, people hold grudges. 
So whenever possible criticize ideas as humbly, delicately, and anonymously (of them) as you 
can. There are two kinds of criticism though. There is criticism of nameless institutions or 
paradigms.  I didn't begin criticizing academia or government until I had ~100 empirical papers 
and book chapters published. 

 You need to prove yourself as a scholar before taking the leap into social commentary 
in my opinion. As scientists, we have to continuously sift and winnow evidence to avoid being 
blinded by our own ideology or preferred hypotheses. I'm still struggling with this as you have 
seen. Most of our colleagues are unaware of their ideologies as you have also seen. It is a 
generational social movement within the scientific community to purge these poor practices. 
 If your science is better and you explain it well, your ideas will prevail.  
It is best to disagree without being disagreeable. 
Try not to confuse disliking an idea with disliking those who espouse it.  


